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presents	 the	 same	 indicators	 by	 Prison	 Administration.	 Only	 the	 Prison	 Administrations	 that	 answered	 the	
questionnaire	 are	 included	 in	 Table	 B.	 They	 are	 divided	 in	 three	 clusters	 according	 to	 their	 score	 on	 each	
indicator:	
	

























































































































































the	 CoE	 and	 sent	 every	 year	 by	 the	 research	 team	 of	 the	 University	 of	 Lausanne	 (UNIL)	 to	 the	 Prison	





















team	and	the	national	correspondents.	After	that,	a	 first	draft	version	of	the	SPACE	 I	 report	 is	produced	and	
circulated	among	colleagues,	who	may	 identify	other	 inconsistencies	which	can	be	solved	before	publication.	
Nevertheless,	 despite	 this	 data	 validation	 procedure,	 there	 are	 some	 inconsistencies	 that	 cannot	 be	 fully	
elucidated	(and	in	that	case	the	figures	are	presented	between	brackets)	and	there	may	be	others	that	have	not	
been	 identified	 before	 the	 publication	 of	 the	 final	 report.	 In	 that	 context,	 any	 readers'	 comments,	 notes	 or	
criticisms	are	welcome.	The	Notes	to	the	tables	included	in	the	SPACE	report	provide	an	additional	and	invaluable	
source	of	 information	about	 the	data	 included	 in	 the	tables.	 in	 that	perspective,	 the	golden	rule	 for	users	of	
SPACE	I	is	to	avoid	using	the	data	included	in	SPACE	I	without	taking	into	account	the	notes	and	comments	
related	to	that	data.		
SPACE	WEBSITE	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 data	 presented	 in	 this	 report,	 the	 Website	 of	 the	 SPACE	 project	 provides	
supplementary	 information	 related	 to	 the	 use	 of	 custodial	 and	 non-custodial	 sanctions	 across	
Europe	 (e.g.	 recidivism	 studies,	 useful	 links	 and	 addresses	 concerning	 the	 Prison	 and	Probation	
Administrations).		
                                                
1	Website	of	the	SPACE	Project:	www.unil.ch/space.	



















Data	 are	 not	 collected	 for	 the	 following	 geopolitical	 entities:	 Crimea,	 Transnistria,	 Abkhazia,	 South	 Ossetia,	
Nagorno-Karabakh,	 the	 northern	 part	 of	 Cyprus,	 and	 the	 Danish	 (Faroe	 Islands)	 and	 United	 Kingdom	



































































The	 rates	 per	 100,000	 inhabitants	 presented	 in	 this	 report	 have	 been	 calculated	 using	 as	 a	 reference	 the	
population	of	each	country	on	1st	January	2018	as	available	on	the	Eurostat	Database	(“Population	on	1st	January	
by	age	and	gender”).	
Exceptions:	When	 population	 figures	were	 not	 available	 in	 the	 Eurostat	 Database	 or	 when	 the	 information	


















































































BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA – REPUBLIKA SRPSKA 












1. Changes	 in	 criminal	 law:	 Amendments	 to	 the	 Act	 of	 Execution	 of	 Sentences	 and	 Detention	 were	 adopted	 in	 2017.	 The	







































committing	one	of	 the	crimes	 referred	 to	 in	Chapter	12	or	13	of	 the	Criminal	Code,	provided	 that	 the	persons	
concerned	have	not	been	expelled	by	a	 judgment,	and	provided	 that	 special	 circumstances	do	not	oppose	 the	
establishment	of	such	a	program.	The	amendment	also	implies	that	parole	of	inmates	who	have	participated	in	a	
program	 established	 by	 the	 Prison	 and	 Probation	 Service	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	 abovementioned	 scheme	 is	

































b. Law	 2017-242	 of	 27	 February	 2017	 concerning	 prescriptions	 in	 criminal	matters:	 the	 statute	 of	 limitations	 for	
prosecution	has	been	reduced	from	10	to	20	years	for	crimes	and	from	3	to	6	years	for	offences.	The	legislator	has	




subject	 to	 a	 limitation	 period	 of	 prescription.	 The	 prescription	 period	 of	 the	 sentence	 concerning	 offences	 is	
increased	from	5	to	6	years.	It	is	kept	at	20	years	for	crimes;	
c. Law	 2017-258	 of	 28	 February	 2017	 concerning	 public	 security:	 reinforcement	 of	 the	 fight	 against	 terrorism:	











































1. Changes	 in	 criminal	 law:	 Law	4489/2017,	 art.	 43	 (Government	Gazette	A,	 140)	 extended	until	 28/8/2018	 concerning	 the	
validity	of	the	emergency	measures	for	the	decongestion	of	the	Detention	Facilities.	These	measures	have	affected	the	number	
































under	 the	 Children	 (Amendment)	 Act	 2015,	 to	 end	 the	 practice	 of	 detaining	 17-year-old	 boys	 in	 adult	 prison	
facilities.	 Since	 then,	 all	 children	 who	 have	 been	 sentenced	 to	 a	 period	 of	 detention	 by	 the	 courts	 are	
accommodated	in	Oberstown.	
b. Since	October	2016,	 the	Department	of	Children	and	Youth	Affairs	has	been	operating	a	pilot	Bail	 Supervision	
Scheme.	This	Scheme	operates	from	the	Dublin	Children’s	Court,	and	the	pilot	will	last	at	least	2	years.	
c. The	Bail	Supervision	Scheme	provides	a	court	with	the	option	to	grant	bail	to	a	child,	rather	than	detaining	the	





























































































































































































UK: ENGLAND AND WALES 
1. Changes	in	criminal	law:		
a. Policing	and	Crime	Act	2017:	Section	175	of	the	Policing	and	Crime	Act	2017,	which	came	into	force	on	3	April	2017,	














a. Revisions	 to	 the	 Home	 Detention	 Curfew	 (HDC)	 assessment	 process	
(http://www.justice.gov.uk/downloads/offenders/psipso/psi-2018/psi-pi-01-2018-home-curfew.pdf)		
b. 	
c. :	A	 revised	approach	was	 implemented	via	new	prison	and	probation	 instructions	 issued	on	3	 January	2018.	 In	
changing	the	approach,	the	HDC	eligibility	criteria	was	retained,	as	well	as	the	policy	of	presuming	certain	offenders	
unsuitable	for	release	on	HDC.		
























































































• Adjusted	number	of	 inmates	and	adjusted	prison	population	rate:	The	number	of	 inmates	and	 the	
prison	population	rates	are	adjusted	according	to	the	information	provided	in	tables	2.1	and	2.2.	The	
adjustment	consists	in	excluding	–whenever	possible–	all	the	categories	of	Tables	2.1	and	2.2	from	the	
total	number	of	 inmates,	and	recalculating	the	rate	of	 inmates	held	in	penal	 institutions	per	100,000	
inhabitants.	The	adjusted	figures	are	comparable	estimates;	nevertheless,	these	figures	should	not	be	
considered	as	official	national	data.	













(d)	 sentenced	 inmates	who	have	appealed	or	who	are	within	 the	statutory	 limit	 to	do	so.	However,	
categories	(b)	and	(c)	do	not	exist	in	all	countries,	and	some	countries	do	not	include	category	(d)	under	
the	total	number	of	detainess	not	serving	a	final	sentence.	
• Dangerous	 offenders:	 According	 to	 Recommendation	 CM/Rec	 (2014)	 3	 of	 the	 Council	 of	 Europe,	
(Strasbourg,	19	February	2014)4,	a	dangerous	offender	 is	a	person	who	has	been	convicted	of	a	very	
serious	sexual	or	very	serious	violent	crime	against	persons	and	who	presents	a	high	likelihood	of	re-
















Country	 Does	your	definition	match	the	one	provided?	 Comments	Albania	 	 		Andorra	 Yes	 		Armenia	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	for	the	1st	January	2018	instead	of	the	31st	January	2018.	Austria	 Yes	 		Azerbaijan	 Yes	 		Belgium	 	 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 		Bulgaria	 Yes	 		Croatia	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	31st	December	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Cyprus	 Yes	 General	Note:	There	are	621	inmates	held	in	prison	and	22	held	in	police	stations.	Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	31st	December	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Denmark	 Yes	 		Estonia	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	January	2018	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Finland	 Yes	 		France	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	February	2018	instead	of	31st	January	2018;	Georgia	 Yes	 		
Germany	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	31st	March	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Whenever	information	is	available	on	a	more	recent	date,	it	is	presented	in	the	comment	section	of	the	referent	table.	Greece	 Yes	 		Hungary	 	 		Iceland	 Yes	 		Ireland	 Yes	 		Italy	 Yes	 		Latvia	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	January	instead	2018	of	31st	January	2018.	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 	Lithuania	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	January	2018	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Luxembourg	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	January	2018	instead	of	31stJanuary	2018.	Malta	 	 		Moldova	 Yes	 	Monaco	 Yes	 		Montenegro	 Yes	 	Netherlands	 No	 Data	only	refer	to	adult	inmates.	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 		Norway	 Yes	 		Poland	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	31st	December	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Portugal	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	January	2018	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Romania	 Yes	 		Russian	Fed.	 NA	 		San	Marino	 Yes	 		Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 		Slovak	Rep.	 Yes	 		Slovenia	 Yes	 		
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 		Spain	(State	Adm.)	 Yes	 		Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 		Sweden	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	1st	October	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	Switzerland	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	6th	September	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.		Turkey	 	 		Ukraine	 	 		UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 Yes	 General	Note:	Data	on	31st	December	2017	instead	of	31st	January	2018.	UK:	North.	Ireland	 Yes	 		UK:	Scotland	 Yes	 		






























Inmates	by	categories		Inmates	held	in	public-private	partnership	prisons	 Inmates	held	in	private	prisons	 Inmates	held	in	other	private	facilities	 inmates	under	security	measures/preventive	detention	for	dangerous	offenders		 	 	 	 	 	 Total	 Of	which	considered	by	the	court	as		 	 	 	 	 	 not	criminally	responsible	 totally	or	partially	criminally	responsible	





Inmates	by	categories		Inmates	held	in	public-private	partnership	prisons	 Inmates	held	in	private	prisons	 Inmates	held	in	other	private	facilities	 inmates	under	security	measures/preventive	detention	for	dangerous	offenders		 	 	 	 	 	 Total	 Of	which	considered	by	the	court	as		 	 	 	 	 	 not	criminally	responsible	 totally	or	partially	criminally	responsible	









Non-adjusted	 Adjusted	(estimation)	Total	number	of	inmates	(including	pre-trial	detainees)	 Prison	population	rate	 Adjusted	number	of	inmates	(including	pre-trial	detainees)	 Adjusted	prison	population	rate	
Variable	code	 3A	 3B	 3C	 3D	 3E	
	 	 	 3B/3A*100,000	 3B	-	Σ	(2.1A	to	2.1G	+	
2.2A	to	2.2D	)	
3D/3A*100,000	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 76	953	 45	 58.5	 45	 58.5	Armenia	 2	972	732	 3	536	 118.9	 3	532	 118.8	Austria	 8	822	267	 8	960	 101.6	 6	758	 76.6	Azerbaijan	 9	923	914	 23	319	 235.0		 23	244	 234.2		Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 1	153	017	 863	 74.8	 863	 74.8	Bulgaria	 7	050	034	 6	988	 99.1	 6	969	 98.9	Croatia	 4	105	493	 3	190	 77.7	 3	127	 76.2	Cyprus	 864	236	 643	 74.4	 599	 69.3	Czech	Rep.	 10	610	055	 22	159	 208.8	 22	012	 207.5	Denmark	 5	781	190	 3	653	 63.2	 3	653	 63.2	Estonia	 1	319	133	 2	525	 191.4	 2	441	 185.0	Finland	 5	513	130	 2	815	 51.1	 2	815	 51.1	France	 67	221	943	 69	596	 103.5	 58	577	 87.1	Georgia	 3	729	633	 9	407	 252.2	 9	365	 251.1	Germany	 82	850	000	 64	193	 77.5	 58	210	 70.3	Greece	 10	738	868	 10	036	 93.5	 10	007	 93.2	Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		Iceland	 348	450	 163	 46.8	 163	 46.8	Ireland	 4	838	259	 3	844	 79.5	 3	786	 78.3	Italy	 60	483	973	 58	087	 96.0	 57	774	 95.5	Latvia	 1	934	379	 3	765	 194.6	 3	724	 192.5	Liechtenstein	 38	114	 12	 31.5	 12	 31.5	Lithuania	 2	808	901	 6	599	 234.9	 6	502	 231.5	Luxembourg	 602	005	 684	 113.6	 684	 113.6	Malta	 	 		 		 		 		Moldova	 3	547	539	 7	635	 215.2	 7	606	 214.4	Monaco	 38	897	 32	 82.3	 31	 79.7	Montenegro	 622	359	 1	141	 183.3	 1	141	 183.3	Netherlands	 17	118	084	 9	315	 54.4	 8	233	 48.1	North	Macedonia	 2	075	301	 3	029	 146.0	 3	002	 144.7	Norway	 5	295	619	 3	461	 65.4	 3	457	 65.3	Poland	 37	976	687	 73	822	 194.4	 69	113	 182.0	Portugal	 10	291	027	 13	440	 130.6	 12	858	 124.9	Romania	 19	523	621	 23	050	 118.1	 22	396	 114.7	Russian	Fed.	 143	964	709	 602	176	 418.3	 504	122	 350.2	San	Marino	 33	557	 6	 17.9	 4	 11.9	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 7	001	444	 10	807	 154.4	 10	595	 151.3	Slovak	Rep.	 5	443	120	 10	028	 184.2	 9	981	 183.4	Slovenia	 2	066	880	 1	346	 65.1	 1	317	 63.7	





Country	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	 2018	 %	change	from	2008	to	20187	 %	change	from	2016	to	20188	Albania	 164.2	 152.6	 162.7	 164.1	 168.4	 172.5	 188.1	 207.3	 204.8	 		 		 		Andorra	 72.2	 80.5	 42.8	 46.1	 52.5	 61.6	 66.9	 66.7	 60.8	 58.5	 -19.0	 -3.8	Armenia	 118.4	 123.2	 151.3	 138.4	 144.0	 155.2	 136.9	 129.1	 130.3	 118.9	 0.4	 -8.7	Austria	 95.1	 101.1	 102.9	 104.7	 104.1	 104.5	 104.1	 105.3	 101.5	 101.6	 6.8	 0.0	Azerbaijan	 243.2	 230.1	 243.4	 254.5	 227.8	 217.3	 238.2	 252.2	 236.3	 235.0	 -3.4	 -0.6	Belgium	 95.9	 101.4	 105.0	 107.5	 111.1	 114.0	 118.2	 114.3	 102.7	 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 64.3	 67.0	 73.0	 		 		 70.4	 80.5	 75.5	 74.6	 74.8	 16.4	 0.4	Bulgaria	 132.0	 122.8	 127.0	 134.1	 135.2	 128.4	 115.7	 105.3	 116.7	 99.1	 -24.9	 -15.0	Croatia	 109.8	 113.5	 120.0	 118.5	 110.9	 102.1	 88.6	 79.1	 74.2	 77.7	 -29.2	 4.8	Cyprus	 107.0	 110.8	 109.9	 107.8	 107.9	 93.7	 79.4	 77.2	 78.7	 74.4	 -30.5	 -5.5	Czech	Rep.	 198.2	 211.2	 209.9	 220.9	 215.5	 154.7	 177.5	 198.0	 213.0	 208.8	 5.4	 -2.0	Denmark	 63.0	 67.5	 71.3	 71.0	 68.6	 73.0	 63.7	 56.6	 59.7	 63.2	 0.3	 5.8	Estonia	 273.2	 266.1	 260.3	 254.6	 257.8	 246.6	 225.1	 210.5	 202.9	 191.4	 -29.9	 -5.7	Finland	 66.6	 67.4	 62.0	 60.7	 59.2	 57.6	 56.8	 55.0	 56.7	 51.1	 -23.4	 -9.9	France	 104.2	 103.0	 103.5	 111.3	 117.1	 119.5	 117.9	 114.5	 102.6	 103.5	 -0.7	 0.9	Georgia	 445.2	 452.1	 533.9	 541.2	 516.4	 219.2	 227.9	 274.6	 256.3	 252.2	 -43.3	 -1.6	Germany	 90.9	 89.3	 87.6	 88.4	 86.2	 84.1	 81.4	 78.4	 78.4	 77.5	 -14.7	 -1.1	Greece	 105.3	 105.8	 102.2	 111.0	 112.6	 113.4	 116.2	 108.7	 89.2	 93.5	 -11.2	 4.7	Hungary	 150.1	 164.1	 164.4	 174.4	 177.1	 184.8	 185.0	 180.3	 184.8	 		 		 		Iceland	 44.4	 46.3	 51.9	 46.8	 47.6	 47.2	 47.3	 		 37.3	 46.8	 5.4	 25.4	Ireland	 79.0	 86.7	 95.7	 93.1	 94.2	 88.2	 82.6	 80.1	 78.1	 79.5	 0.5	 1.8	Italy	 95.2	 108.4	 115.5	 113.0	 111.6	 108.6	 89.3	 86.2	 89.3	 96.0	 0.9	 7.5	Latvia	 298.6	 323.6	 319.6	 316.0	 303.0	 257.2	 240.3	 221.5	 212.6	 194.6	 -34.8	 -8.4	Liechtenstein	 28.3	 19.7	 39.0	 36.0	 21.9	 24.4	 21.5	 21.4	 		 31.5	 11.3	 		Lithuania	 241.1	 260.5	 282.8	 311.3	 334.0	 323.7	 305.0	 274.6	 244.1	 234.9	 -2.5	 -3.8	Luxembourg	 139.1	 137.6	 137.4	 125.8	 125.6	 133.5	 119.3	 118.5	 122.3	 113.6	 -18.3	 -7.1	Malta	 141.5	 120.2	 140.8	 144.3	 149.0	 136.6	 133.0	 132.4	 128.0	 		 		 		Moldova	 203.0	 189.7	 180.0	 178.0	 186.0	 187.3	 201.4	 219.8	 222.7	 215.2	 6.0	 -3.3	Monaco	 94.8	 63.0	 32.4	 85.3	 108.5	 76.4	 73.4	 	 83.1	 82.3	 -13.2	 -1.0	Montenegro	 197.5	 159.8	 232.3	 214.2	 198.1	 183.9	 170.2	 176.8	 173.7	 183.3	 -7.2	 5.5	Netherlands	 71.9	 70.5	 70.8	 69.5	 67.7	 62.9	 58.6	 53.3	 51.4	 54.4	 -24.3	 5.9	North	Macedonia	 109.3	 120.1	 122.6	 122.2	 123.5	 138.0	 150.8	 169.1	 161.7	 146.0	 33.6	 -9.7	








Country	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	 2018	 %	change	from	2008	to	20187	 %	change	from	2016	to	20188	Norway	 69.2	 68.4	 74.8	 71.8	 71.2	 72.2	 72.8	 70.9	 73.9	 65.4	 -5.6	 -11.6	Poland	 218.2	 220.3	 212.3	 213.8	 221.1	 207.5	 203.5	 186.4	 188.4	 194.4	 -10.9	 3.2	Portugal	 102.4	 105.1	 109.8	 119.9	 129.1	 136.2	 134.3	 137.1	 133.2	 130.6	 27.5	 -2.0	Romania	 132.1	 132.2	 138.9	 147.6	 158.7	 165.4	 158.6	 144.1	 140.5	 118.1	 -10.6	 -16.0	Russian	Fed.	 619.1	 604.8	 574.8	 527.0	 489.1	 470.3	 466.3	 450.1	 		 418.3	 -32.4	 		San	Marino	 6.2	 6.4	 0.0	 6.3	 3.0	 6.0	 12.3	 6.1	 6.0	 17.9	 186.6	 196.8	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 129.1	 139.9	 153.2	 151.1	 153.4	 139.7	 144.0	 141.5	 150.8	 154.4	 19.5	 2.3	Slovak	Rep.	 154.6	 170.4	 186.8	 198.7	 204.9	 187.6	 187.9	 186.1	 187.6	 184.2	 19.1	 -1.8	Slovenia	 65.6	 67.2	 66.0	 62.1	 67.0	 66.1	 73.8	 67.8	 63.4	 65.1	 -0.7	 2.8	


























managed	 by	 the	 Prison	 Service	 and	 the	 pre-trail	 detention	 facility	 under	 the	Ministry	 of	 National	
Security.	
























are	 not	 part	 of	 the	 Prison	 Administration.	 These	 special	 schools	 are	 educational	 institutions	 and	
managed	by	the	Ministry	of	Education	and	Research.	The	court	may	take	decision	to	send	a	juvenile	
offender	to	special	school,	but	this	is	not	a	substitution	of	imprisonment.	
- Psychiatric	 institutions	outside	penal	 institution	are	managed	by	the	Ministry	of	Social	Affairs.	The	
court	orders	coercive	psychiatric	treatment	of	the	person.	During	this	time,	when	person	is	in	day	care	







- Electronic	 surveillance	 is	 determined	 by	 the	 court	 and	 person	 under	 electronic	 monitoring	 is	
probationer	in	our	system.		
FINLAND 

















- Persons	 held	 in	 custodial	 institutions/units	 for	 juvenile	 offenders	 are	 aged	 up	 to	 18	 years	 old	 (on	
previous	years,	juveniles	until	21	years	old	were	included).	
- Concerning	electronic	monitoring,	it	is	used	(1)	instead	of	remand	detention	for	persons	who	have	not	










Justice	 (articles	36,	37,	70A	and	83	Criminal	Code).	There	are	no	specific	measures	 for	 "dangerous	
offenders"	as	defined	in	the	Recommendation	CM/Rec	(2014)	3.	
ITALY 


















































SERBIA (REPUBLIC OF) 





































UK: NORTHERN IRELAND 
• Table	2.1	and	2.2	There	is	a	secure	custody	center	for	juveniles	in	Northern	Ireland,	which	is	both	a	custodial	
and	an	educational	institution,	and	where	27	children	are	held.	
• Table	 4:	 The	 reference	 date	 concerning	 the	 population	 of	 the	 country	 for	 2018	 is	 the	 1st	 July,	 from	
https://population.un.org/wpp/DataQuery/.	
UK: SCOTLAND 







Country	 Age	of	criminal	responsibility	 Minimal	age	for	the	application	of	custodial	sanctions	and	measures	 Age	of	criminal	majority	Albania	 14	 14	 18	Andorra	 14	 14	 18	Armenia	 14	 14	 18	Austria	 14	 14	 18/21	Azerbaijan	 14	 14	 18	Belgium	 NAP	 14	 18	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 	 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 	 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 	 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 14	 14	 18	Bulgaria	 14	 14	 18	Croatia	 14	 14	 18/21	Cyprus	 14	 14	 16	Czech	Rep.	 15	 15	 18	Denmark	 15	 15	 18	Estonia	 14	 14	 18	Finland	 15	 15	 18/21	France	 13	 16	 18	Georgia	 14	 14	 18	Germany	 14	 14	 21	Greece	 15	 15	 18	Hungary	 14	 14	 18/21	Iceland	 15	 15	 18	Ireland	 12	 12	 18	Italy	 14	 14	 18	Latvia	 14	 14	 18	Liechtenstein	 14	 14	 14	Lithuania	 14	 14	 18	Luxembourg	 16	 16	 18	Malta	 14	 14	 18	Moldova	 14	 14	 18	Monaco	 13	 13	 18	Montenegro	 14	 16	 18	Netherlands	 12	 12	 18	North	Macedonia	 14	 16	 18	Norway	 15	 15	 18	Poland	 13	 15	 17	Portugal	 16	 NAP	 21	Romania	 14	 14	 18	Russian	Fed.	 14	 14	 18	San	Marino	 14	 14	 18	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 14	 14	 18	Slovak	Rep.	 14	 14	 18	Slovenia	 14	 16	 18/21	








Country	 Average	age	 Median	age	Albania	 		 		Andorra	 39.3	 38.0	Armenia	 NA	 NA	Austria	 35.9	 34.0	Azerbaijan	 35.0	 NA	Belgium	 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 40.3	 43.0	Bulgaria	 NA	 NA	Croatia	 37.0	 37.2	Cyprus	 41.0	 43.0	Czech	Rep.	 38.0	 32.5	Denmark	 33.5	 36.0	Estonia	 37.0	 36.0	Finland	 37.2	 35.6	France	 34.4	 31.9	Georgia	 36.6	 35.0	Germany	 NA	 NA	Greece	 NA	 NA	Hungary	 		 		Iceland	 34.4	 31.0	Ireland	 36.0	 33.0	Italy	 41.0	 40.0	Latvia	 NA	 NA	Liechtenstein	 39.8	 39.0	Lithuania	 36.0	 34.0	Luxembourg	 36.4	 35.0	Malta	 		 		Moldova	 35.0	 40.0	Monaco	 39.6	 27.5	Montenegro	 38.0	 34.0	Netherlands	 37.0	 35.0	North	Macedonia	 34.8	 38.0	Norway	 38.5	 33.0	Poland	 37.2	 35.0	Portugal	 40.1	 NA	Romania	 36.0	 35.0	Russian	Fed.	 NA	 NA	San	Marino	 38.0	 40.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 37.7	 39.0	Slovak	Rep.	 NA	 NA	Slovenia	 39.6	 NA	































































Table 7: Prison populations by gender on 31st January 2018 (numbers & percentages) 
Country	
Total	number	of	inmates		
Distribution	of	inmates	by	gender:	Male	inmates	 Female	inmates	 Other/	unknown	gender	Total	 Of	which:	 Total	 Of	which	Not	serving	a	final	sentence	 Foreigners	 Minors	 Not	serving	a	final	sentence	 Foreigners	 Minors	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 3B	 7A	 7B		 7C	 7D	 7E	 7F	 7G	 7H	 7I	 7J	 7K	 7L	 7M	 7N	 7O	 7P	 7Q	 7R		 see	Table	3	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	3B	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 40	 88.9	 16	 40.0	 32	 80.0	 0	 0.0	 5	 11.1	 3	 60.0	 4	 80.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Armenia	 3	536	 3	411	 96.5	 1	258	 36.9	 134	 3.9	 4	 0.1	 125	 3.5	 39	 31.2	 11	 8.8	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Austria	 8	960	 8	436	 94.2	 1	931	 22.9	 4	699	 55.7	 122	 1.4	 524	 5.8	 126	 24.0	 200	 38.2	 9	 1.7	 0	 0.0	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 22	650	 97.1	 3	415	 15.1	 424	 1.9	 75	 0.3	 669	 2.9	 97	 14.5	 19	 2.8	 0	 0.0	 ***	 ***	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	






Distribution	of	inmates	by	gender:	Male	inmates	 Female	inmates	 Other/	unknown	gender	Total	 Of	which:	 Total	 Of	which	Not	serving	a	final	sentence	 Foreigners	 Minors	 Not	serving	a	final	sentence	 Foreigners	 Minors	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 3B	 7A	 7B		 7C	 7D	 7E	 7F	 7G	 7H	 7I	 7J	 7K	 7L	 7M	 7N	 7O	 7P	 7Q	 7R		 see	Table	3	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	7A	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	7I	 	 %	of	3B	Monaco	 32	 31	 96.9	 17	 54.8	 31	 100.0	 1	 3.2	 1	 3.1	 1	 100.0	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Montenegro	 1	141	 1	113	 97.5	 298	 26.8	 169	 15.2	 12	 1.1	 28	 2.5	 15	 53.6	 12	 42.9	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Netherlands	 9	315	 8	842	 94.9	 3	703	 41.9	 1	710	 19.3	 0	 0.0	 473	 5.1	 195	 41.2	 102	 21.6	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 2	961	 97.8	 250	 8.4	 139	 4.7	 3	 0.1	 68	 2.2	 5	 7.4	 7	 10.3	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Norway	 3	461	 3	239	 93.6	 811	 25.0	 1	045	 32.3	 4	 0.1	 222	 6.4	 54	 24.3	 67	 30.2	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Poland	 73	822	 70	949	 96.1	 6	867	 9.7	 799	 1.1	 1	421	 2.0	 2	873	 3.9	 372	 12.9	 41	 1.4	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Portugal	 13	440	 12	584	 93.6	 1	886	 15.0	 1	968	 15.6	 42	 0.3	 856	 6.4	 219	 25.6	 176	 20.6	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Romania	 23	050	 21	956	 95.3	 1	896	 8.6	 267	 1.2	 315	 1.4	 1	094	 4.7	 82	 7.5	 5	 0.5	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 (512	318)	 (85.1)	 (75	238)	 (14.7)	 NA	 NA	 2	296	 0.4	 (47	845)	 (7.9)	 (8	950)	 18.7	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 (464	473)	 (77.1)	San	Marino	 6	 6	 100.0	 5	 83.3	 3	 50.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 10	417	 96.4	 1	550	 14.9	 334	 3.2	 206	 2.0	 390	 3.6	 66	 16.9	 16	 4.1	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 9	312	 92.9	 1	430	 15.4	 202	 2.2	 47	 0.5	 716	 7.1	 86	 12.0	 17	 2.4	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	Slovenia	 1	346	 1	265	 94.0	 284	 22.5	 183	 14.5	 28	 2.2	 81	 6.0	 18	 22.2	 6	 7.4	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	
Spain	(total)	 59	129	 54	761	 92.6	 7	809	 14.3	 15	333	 28.0	 0	 0.0	 4	368	 7.4	 668	 15.3	 1	248	 28.6	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 50	763	 46	962	 92.5	 6	692	 14.2	 11	953	 25.5	 0	 0.0	 3	801	 7.5	 582	 15.3	 1	021	 26.9	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Spain	(Catalonia)	 8	366	 7	799	 93.2	 1	117	 14.3	 3	380	 43.3	 0	 0.0	 567	 6.8	 86	 15.2	 227	 40.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Sweden	 5	713	 5	365	 93.9	 1	467	 27.3	 1	175	 30.19	 NA	 NA	 348	 6.1	 98	 28.2	 65	 26.010	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Switzerland	 6	907	 6	525	 94.5	 2	546	 39.0	 NA	 NA	 37	 0.6	 382	 5.5	 171	 44.8	 NA	 NA	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Turkey	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Ukraine	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 84	373	 80	454	 95.4	 9	062	 11.3	 8	931	 11.1	 595	 0.7	 3	919	 4.6	 577	 14.7	 409	 10.4	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	UK:	North.	Ireland	 1	453	 1	389	 95.6	 435	 31.3	 120	 8.6	 24	 1.7	 64	 4.4	 30	 46.9	 6	 9.4	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	UK:	Scotland	 7	440	 6	678	 89.8	 1	045	 15.6	 NA	 NA	 276	 4.1	 334	 4.5	 59	 17.7	 NA	 NA	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Average	 		 		 94.6	 		 25.4	 		 22.5	 		 0.9	 		 5.1	 		 24.7	 		 20.2	 		 0.0	 		 2.0	Median	 		 		 94.8	 		 21.6	 		 14.5	 		 0.5	 		 5.0	 		 21.5	 		 10.4	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	Minimum	 		 		 85.1	 		 8.2	 		 1.1	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	 		 0.0	Maximum	 		 		 100.0	 		 83.3	 		 100.0	 		 4.1	 		 11.1	 		 100.0	 		 100.0	 		 1.7	 		 77.1	
 




































































Total	 Of	which	Untried	detainees	 Detainees	found	guilty	but	who	have	not	received	a	final	sentence	yet	 Sentenced	inmates	who	have	appealed	or	who	are	within	the	statutory	limit	to	do	so	
Detainees	who	have	not	received	a	final	sentence	yet,	but	who	have	started	serving	a	prison	sentence	in	advance	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 3B	 8A	 8B		 8C	 8D	 8E	 8F	 8G	 8H	 8I	 8J	 8K	 8L		 see	Table	3	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	3B	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 19	 42.2	 13	 68.4	 4	 21.1	 2	 10.5	 0	 0.0	 26	 57.8	Armenia	 3	536	 1	297	 36.7	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NAP	 ***	 2	239	 63.3	Austria	 8	960	 2	057	 23.0	 2	042	 99.3	 NAP	 ***	 NA	 NA	 15	 0.7	 6	903	 77.0	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 3	512	 15.1	 3	512	 100.0	 NAP	 ***	 NA	 NA	 NAP	 ***	 19	807	 84.9	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		






Total	 Of	which	Untried	detainees	 Detainees	found	guilty	but	who	have	not	received	a	final	sentence	yet	 Sentenced	inmates	who	have	appealed	or	who	are	within	the	statutory	limit	to	do	so	
Detainees	who	have	not	received	a	final	sentence	yet,	but	who	have	started	serving	a	prison	sentence	in	advance	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 3B	 8A	 8B		 8C	 8D	 8E	 8F	 8G	 8H	 8I	 8J	 8K	 8L		 see	Table	3	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	8A	 	 %	of	3B	Montenegro	 1	141	 313	 27.4	 296	 94.6	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 17	 5.4	 828	 72.6	Netherlands	 9	315	 3	898	 41.8	 2	928	 75.1	 NA	 NA	 970	 24.9	 NAP	 ***	 5	141	 55.2	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 255	 8.4	 152	 59.6	 60	 23.5	 1	 0.4	 42	 16.5	 2	774	 91.6	Norway	 3	461	 865	 25.0	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 0	 0.0	 2	513	 72.6	Poland	 73	822	 7	239	 9.8	 6	810	 94.1	 0	 0.0	 NA	 NA	 429	 5.9	 66	137	 89.6	Portugal	 13	440	 2	105	 15.7	 1	538	 73.1	 NAP	 ***	 567	 26.9	 NAP	 ***	 11	335	 84.3	Romania	 23	050	 1	978	 8.6	 548	 27.7	 1	430	 72.3	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 21	072	 91.4	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 		 		 72	756	 		 53	343	 		 19	413	 		 0	 		 0	 0.0	San	Marino	 6	 5	 83.3	 5	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 1	 16.7	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 1	616	 15.0	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 8	081	 74.8	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 1	516	 15.1	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 ***	 8	512	 84.9	Slovenia	 1	346	 302	 22.4	 54	 17.9	 146	 48.3	 40	 13.2	 62	 20.5	 1	044	 77.6	










Of	which	sentenced	for	Homicide	(including	attempts)	 Assault	and	battery	 Rape	 Other	types	of	sexual	offences	 Robbery	 Theft	 Economic/	financial	offences	 Drug	offences	 Terrorism	 Road	traffic	offences	 Other	offences	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 8K	 9A	 9B	 9C	 9D	 9E	 9F	 9G	 9H	 9I	 9J	 9K	 9L	 9M	 9N	 9O	 9P	 9Q	 9R	 9S	 9T	 9U	 9V		 See	Table	8	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 26	 4	 15.4	 0	 0.0	 2	 7.7	 3	 11.5	 3	 11.5	 4	 15.4	 0	 0.0	 3	 11.5	 0	 0.0	 2	 7.7	 5	 19.2	Armenia	 2	239	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	Austria	 6	903	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Azerbaijan	 19	807	 2	550	 12.9	 922	 4.7	 NA	 NA	 268	 1.4	 456	 2.3	 2	550	 12.9	 NA	 NA	 5	570	 28.1	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 7	491	 37.8	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	






Of	which	sentenced	for	Homicide	(including	attempts)	 Assault	and	battery	 Rape	 Other	types	of	sexual	offences	 Robbery	 Theft	 Economic/	financial	offences	 Drug	offences	 Terrorism	 Road	traffic	offences	 Other	offences	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	code	 8K	 9A	 9B	 9C	 9D	 9E	 9F	 9G	 9H	 9I	 9J	 9K	 9L	 9M	 9N	 9O	 9P	 9Q	 9R	 9S	 9T	 9U	 9V		 See	Table	8	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	 	 %	of	8K	Portugal	 11	335	 1	024	 9.0	 362	 3.2	 200	 1.8	 282	 2.5	 1	505	 13.3	 1	558	 13.7	 NAP	 ***	 1	950	 17.2	 1	 0.0	 1	148	 10.1	 3	305	 29.2	Romania	 21	072	 5	474	 26.0	 592	 2.8	 1	814	 8.6	 204	 1.0	 3	397	 16.1	 4	235	 20.1	 825	 3.9	 1	125	 5.3	 10	 0.0	 1	274	 6.0	 4	100	 19.5	Russian	Fed.	 		 97	819	 		 86	080	 		 22	040	 		 	 		 27	347	 	 73	570	 		 1	184	 		 135	416	 		 284	 	 NA	 NA	 51	276	 		San	Marino	 1	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 8	081	 841	 10.4	 154	 1.9	 196	 2.4	 134	 1.7	 1	008	 12.5	 2	157	 26.7	 297	 3.7	 1	794	 22.2	 0	 0.0	 170	 2.1	 1	330	 16.5	Slovak	Rep.	 8	512	 583	 6.8	 371	 4.4	 135	 1.6	 220	 2.6	 1	622	 19.1	 1	042	 12.2	 454	 5.3	 1	028	 12.1	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 3	057	 35.9	Slovenia	 1	044	 80	 7.7	 93	 8.9	 8	 0.8	 42	 4.0	 101	 9.7	 309	 29.6	 215	 20.6	 126	 12.1	 0	 0.0	 30	 2.9	 40	 3.8	
















From	10	to	less	than	20	years	 20	years	and	over	 Life	imprisonment	 Security	measures	 Death	sentence	 Other	
Variable	code	 9A	 10A	 10B		 10C	 10D	 10E	 10F	 10G	 10H	 10I	 10J	 10K	 10L	 10M	 10N		 see	Table	9	 	 	 	 	 Σ	(10A	to	10D)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Albania	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Andorra	 26	 0	 1	 5	 1	 7	 3	 4	 3	 8	 1	 0	 0	 ***	 0	Armenia	 2	239	 38	 38	 275	 525	 945	 319	 137	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	Austria	 6	903	 36	 172	 337	 560	 1	105	 2	191	 1	197	 996	 396	 24	 113	 881	 ***	 ***	Azerbaijan	 19	807	 See	Notes	 274	 ***	 ***	 ***	Belgium	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	












From	10	to	less	than	20	years	 20	years	and	over	 Life	imprisonment	 Security	measures	 Death	sentence	 Other	
Variable	code	 9A	 10A	 10B		 10C	 10D	 10E	 10F	 10G	 10H	 10I	 10J	 10K	 10L	 10M	 10N		 see	Table	9	 	 	 	 	 Σ	(10A	to	10D)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Portugal	 11	335	 8	 93	 180	 425	 706	 1	663	 2	107	 3	922	 1	779	 348	 ***	 275	 ***	 535	Romania	 21	072	 0	 3	 73	 531	 607	 4	256	 5	613	 5	943	 3	592	 900	 161	 NA	 ***	 NA	Russian	Fed.	 	 NA	 NA	 NA	 18	624	 18	624	 99	035	 114	211	 177	153	 82	422	 6	625	 1	946	 ***	 ***	 ***	San	Marino	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 8	081	 0	 231	 456	 646	 1	333	 1	899	 1	567	 1	645	 1	362	 275	 ***	 549	 ***	 0	Slovak	Rep.	 8	512	 626	 1	068	 1	694	 2	397	 1	505	 1	974	 542	 353	 47	 NA	 ***	 ***	Slovenia	 1	044	 2	 11	 57	 133	 203	 390	 168	 170	 90	 23	 0	 0	 ***	 0	



















Variable	code	 11A	 11B		 11C	 11D	 11E	 11F	 11G	 11H	 11I	 11J	 11K	 11L	 11M	 11N	 11O		 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 Σ	11A	to	11M	Albania	 		 		 		 		 	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	Andorra	 0.0	 3.8	 19.2	 3.8	 26.9	 11.5	 15.4	 11.5	 30.8	 3.8	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 100.0	Armenia	 1.7	 1.7	 12.3	 23.4	 42.2	 14.2	 6.1	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Austria	 0.5	 2.5	 4.9	 8.1	 16.0	 31.7	 17.3	 14.4	 5.7	 0.3	 1.6	 12.8	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Azerbaijan	 See	Notes	 1.4	 ***	 ***	 ***	 	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	

















Variable	code	 11A	 11B		 11C	 11D	 11E	 11F	 11G	 11H	 11I	 11J	 11K	 11L	 11M	 11N	 11O		 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 %	of	9A	 Σ	11A	to	11M	Netherlands	 11.0	 10.3	 8.8	 10.5	 40.5	 26.8	 9.8	 10.9	 8.0	 0.9	 0.6	 ***	 ***	 2.5	 100.0	North	Macedonia	 0.2	 0.9	 2.1	 8.0	 11.2	 23.3	 23.8	 27.5	 11.2	 0.9	 1.3	 0.0	 ***	 0.7	 100.0	Norway	 2.3	 9.7	 5.4	 13.7	 31.1	 28.7	 16.0	 15.1	 8.4	 0.8	 ***	 ***	 ***	 0.0	 100.0	Poland	 1.1	 0.0	 6.1	 16.2	 23.4	 38.2	 14.5	 9.2	 3.7	 2.6	 0.6	 NA	 ***	 7.7	 100.0	Portugal	 0.1	 0.8	 1.6	 3.7	 6.2	 14.7	 18.6	 34.6	 15.7	 3.1	 ***	 2.4	 ***	 4.7	 100.0	Romania	 0.0	 0.0	 0.3	 2.5	 2.9	 20.2	 26.6	 28.2	 17.0	 4.3	 0.8	 NA	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Russian	Fed.	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	San	Marino	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 100.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 100.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 0.0	 2.9	 5.6	 8.0	 16.5	 23.5	 19.4	 20.4	 16.9	 3.4	 ***	 6.8	 ***	 0.0	 106.8	Slovak	Rep.	 7.4	 12.5	 19.9	 28.2	 17.7	 23.2	 6.4	 4.1	 0.6	 NA	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Slovenia	 0.2	 1.1	 5.6	 13.1	 19.4	 35.8	 16.5	 16.7	 8.8	 2.3	 0.0	 0.0	 ***	 0.0	 100.0	




































– Offences	 against	 sexual	 integrity	 and	 self-determination	 (i.e.	 rape	 and	other	 sexual	 offences):	 589	
sentenced	prisoners	and	11	detainees	not	serving	a	final	sentence;	
































– There	 are	 no	 separate	 figures	 for	 variables	 8E	 and	 8G.	 therefore,	 the	 figure	 242	 refer	 to	 both	
categories;	
– 132	of	the	1	478	detainees	not	serving	a	final	sentence	are	imprisoned	according	to	the	alien	law.	




























































– If	 the	 total	 number	of	 inmates	 is	 considered	 (sentenced	 and	non-sentenced	 inmates),	 there	 are	 1	












































































SERBIA (REPUBLIC OF) 





• In	 the	 total	 number	 of	 sentenced	 and	 non-sentenced	 inmates	 are	 not	 included:	 persons	 under	 security	























































Variable	code	 3B	 12A	 12B		 12C	 12D	 12E	 12F	 12G	 12H	 12I		 see	Table	3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 9	 5	 4	 36	 21	 24	 14	 22	 0	Armenia	 3	536	 NA	 NA	 NA	 145	 10	 NA	 68	 77	 NA	Austria	 8	960	 4	061	 543	 3	518	 4	899	 1	601	 NA	 1	514	 3	385	 0	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 22	858	 3	445	 19	413	 443	 0	 NA	 67	 376	 18	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		














Variable	code	 3B	 12A	 12B		 12C	 12D	 12E	 12F	 12G	 12H	 12I		 see	Table	3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Monaco	 32	 0	 0	 0	 32	 21	 0	 18	 14	 0	Montenegro	 1	141	 960	 228	 732	 181	 3	 0	 85	 96	 0	Netherlands	 9	315	 7	268	 2	955	 4	090	 1	812	 748	 NA	 866	 902	 235	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 2	883	 215	 2	668	 146	 3	 0	 40	 106	 0	Norway	 3	461	 2	349	 439	 1	910	 1	112	 548	 ***	 426	 686	 0	Poland	 73	822	 72	982	 6	806	 66	176	 840	 230	 0	 433	 407	 0	Portugal	 13	440	 11	296	 1	530	 9	766	 2	144	 383	 ***	 575	 1	569	 0	Romania	 23	050	 22	775	 1	917	 20	858	 272	 82	 97	 61	 211	 3	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	San	Marino	 6	 3	 3	 0	 3	 1	 1	 2	 1	 0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 10	457	 1	458	 8	999	 350	 112	 NA	 158	 192	 0	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 9	809	 1	439	 8	370	 219	 80	 NA	 77	 142	 0	Slovenia	 1	346	 1	157	 207	 950	 189	 59	 2	 95	 94	 0	














sentenced	(prisoners)	 non-sentenced	(detainees)	 citizens	of	member	states	of	the	EU	 inmates	with	legal	resident	status	in	your	country	
non-sentenced	sentenced	(detainees)	 sentenced	(prisoners)	
Variable	number	 13A	 13B	 13C	 13D	 13E	 13F	 13G	 13H	 13I	 13J	
	 %	of	3B	 %	of	12A	 %	of	12A	 %	of	3B	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	3B	 Σ	(13A+13D+13I)	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 20.0	 55.6	 44.4	 80.0	 58.3	 66.7	 38.9	 61.1	 0.0	 100.0	Armenia	 NA	 NA	 NA	 4.1	 6.9	 NA	 46.9	 53.1	 NA	 NA	Austria	 45.3	 13.4	 86.6	 54.7	 32.7	 NA	 30.9	 69.1	 0.0	 100.0	Azerbaijan	 98.0	 15.1	 84.9	 1.9	 0.0	 NA	 15.1	 84.9	 0.1	 100.0	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		












sentenced	(prisoners)	 non-sentenced	(detainees)	 citizens	of	member	states	of	the	EU	 inmates	with	legal	resident	status	in	your	country	
non-sentenced	sentenced	(detainees)	 sentenced	(prisoners)	
Variable	number	 13A	 13B	 13C	 13D	 13E	 13F	 13G	 13H	 13I	 13J	
	 %	of	3B	 %	of	12A	 %	of	12A	 %	of	3B	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	12D	 %	of	3B	 Σ	(13A+13D+13I)	Monaco	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 100.0	 65.6	 0.0	 56.3	 43.8	 0.0	 100.0	Montenegro	 84.1	 23.8	 76.3	 15.9	 1.7	 0.0	 47.0	 53.0	 0.0	 100.0	Netherlands	 78.0	 40.7	 56.3	 19.5	 41.3	 NA	 47.8	 49.8	 2.5	 100.0	North	Macedonia	 95.2	 7.5	 92.5	 4.8	 2.1	 0.0	 27.4	 72.6	 0.0	 100.0	Norway	 67.9	 18.7	 81.3	 32.1	 49.3	 ***	 38.3	 61.7	 0.0	 100.0	Poland	 98.9	 9.3	 90.7	 1.1	 27.4	 0.0	 51.5	 48.5	 0.0	 100.0	Portugal	 84.0	 13.5	 86.5	 16.0	 17.9	 ***	 26.8	 0.0	 0.0	 100.0	Romania	 98.8	 8.4	 91.6	 1.2	 30.1	 35.7	 22.4	 77.6	 0.0	 100.0	Russian	Fed.	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		San	Marino	 50.0	 100.0	 0.0	 50.0	 33.3	 33.3	 66.7	 33.3	 0.0	 100.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 96.8	 13.9	 86.1	 3.2	 32.0	 NA	 45.1	 54.9	 0.0	 100.0	Slovak	Rep.	 97.8	 14.7	 85.3	 2.2	 36.5	 NA	 35.2	 64.8	 0.0	 100.0	Slovenia	 86.0	 17.9	 82.1	 14.0	 31.2	 1.1	 50.3	 49.7	 0.0	 100.0	
Spain	(total)	 72.0	 10.2	 89.8	 28.0	 23.3	 NA	 25.0	 75.0	 0.0	 100.0	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 74.4	 10.2	 89.8	 25.6	 25.3	 NA	 26.4	 73.6	 0.0	 100.0	Spain	(Catalonia)	 56.9	 10.2	 89.8	 43.1	 16.3	 83.7	 19.9	 80.1	 0.0	 100.0	Sweden	 50.9	 NA	 100.0	 28.511	 32.9	 NA	 NA	 100.0	 1.0	 80.4	Switzerland	 28.6	 29.9	 68.4	 71.4	 NA	 29.8	 26.3	 73.7	 NA	 100.0	Turkey	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Ukraine	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 88.6	 10.6	 89.3	 11.1	 43.0	 NA	 17.0	 73.8	 0.3	 100.0	UK:	North.	Ireland	 91.3	 28.8	 71.2	 8.7	 78.6	 NA	 65.9	 34.1	 0.1	 100.0	UK:	Scotland	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Average	 72.7	 21.7	 76.1	 24.9	 33.2	 19.5	 38.9	 59.6	 0.9	 99.5	Median	 80.3	 15.1	 84.5	 15.9	 32.8	 0.5	 37.6	 61.7	 0.0	 100.0	Minimum	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 1.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 80.4	Maximum	 98.9	 100.0	 100.0	 100.0	 79.5	 83.7	 77.8	 100.0	 26.3	 100.8	
 
























– The	total	number	of	national	sentenced	prisoners	 includes	76	persons	placed	 in	forensic	detention	
facilities;	


























































• Concerning	 national	 inmates,	 166	 of	 them	 have	 no	 legal	 status	 identified	 and	 57	 have	 other	 status	 (e.x:	
imprisonment	to	force	someone	to	pay	money	that	can	be	seen	as	equivalent	to	the	profit	that	has	resulted	
from	criminal	activity);	

































UK: ENGLAND & WALES 
• The	reference	date	is	the	31st	December	2017	instead	of	the	31st	January	2018.	
• Table	12:		




• Data	 available	 at:	 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/offender-management-statistics-quarterly-july-
to-september-2017.	














criminally	responsible	by	the	court	 Persons	held	as	totally	or	partially	criminally	responsible	by	the	court	and	who	have	been	sentenced	 Total	percentage	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
Variable	number	 3B	 14A	 14B	 14C	 14D	 14E	 14F	 14G		 see	Table	3	 	 %	of	3B	 	 %	of	14A	 	 %	of	14A	 Σ	(14D+14F)	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Armenia	 3	536	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Austria	 8	960	 881	 9.8	 501	 56.9	 380	 43.1	 100.0	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 863	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Bulgaria	 6	988	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Croatia	 3	190	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Cyprus	 643	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Czech	Rep.	 22	159	 79	 0.4	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 		Denmark	 3	653	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Estonia	 2	525	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Finland	 2	815	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		France	 69	596	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Georgia	 9	407	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Germany	 64	193	 549	 0.9	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 		Greece	 10	036	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 17	 NA	 		Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Iceland	 163	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Ireland	 3	844	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Italy	 58	087	 313	 0.5	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 		Latvia	 3	765	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Liechtenstein	 12	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Lithuania	 6	599	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Luxembourg	 684	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Moldova	 7	635	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Monaco	 32	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Montenegro	 1	141	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Netherlands	 9	315	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		North	Macedonia	 3	029	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Norway	 3	461	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Poland	 73	822	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Portugal	 13	440	 122	 0.9	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 		Romania	 23	050	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		San	Marino	 6	 1	 16.7	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 100.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		Slovenia	 1	346	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 NAP	 ***	 		







This section includes information on the capacity of penal institutions on 31st January 2018 in each 



































Does	your	definition	match	the	instructions	provided?	 Comments	Albania	 	 	Andorra	 Yes	 	Armenia	 Yes	 	Austria	 Yes	 	Azerbaijan	 Yes	 	Belgium	 	 	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 	Bulgaria	 Yes	 	Croatia	 Yes	 	Cyprus	 Yes	 	Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 	Denmark	 Yes	 	Estonia	 Yes	 	Finland	 Yes	 	France	 Yes	 	Georgia	 Yes	 	Germany	 Yes	 	Greece	 Yes	 	Hungary	 	 	Iceland	 Yes	 	Ireland	 Yes	 	Italy	 Yes	 	Latvia	 Yes	 	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 	Lithuania	 Yes	 	Luxembourg	 Yes	 	Malta	 	 	Moldova	 Yes	 	Monaco	 Yes	 	Montenegro	 Yes	 	Netherlands	 Yes	 	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 	Norway	 Yes	 	Poland	 NA	 	Portugal	 Yes	 	Romania	 Yes	 	Russian	Fed.	 	 	San	Marino	 NA	 	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 	Slovak	Rep.	 Yes	 	Slovenia	 Yes	 	
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 Yes	 	Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 	Sweden	 Yes	 	Switzerland	 Yes	 	Turkey	 	 	Ukraine	 	 	
UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 No	
The	definition	used	is	the	Useable	Operational	Capacity,	which	is	the	sum	of	all	establishments’	 operational	 capacity,	 less	 2	 000	 places.	 This	 is	 known	 as	 the	operating	margin	and	reflects	the	constraints	imposed	by	the	need	to	provide	separate	accommodation	for	different	classes	of	prisoner	i.e.	by	sex,	age,	security	category,	 conviction	 status,	 single	 cell	 risk	 assessment	 and	 also	 due	 to	geographical	distribution.	UK:	North.	Ireland	 Yes	 	UK:	Scotland	 Yes	 	
 	

















Capacity	of	penal	institutions	 Capacity	of	other	types	of	institutions	Total	 Of	which	for	sentenced	offenders	 for	non-sentenced	offenders	 for	juvenile	offenders	
Variable	code	 16A	 17A	 17B	 17C	 17D	
















can	also	be	placed	 in	specialized	departments	for	young	offenders	 in	other	penal	 institutions	 in	Austria.	
However	 since	 those	places	 can	also	be	used,	 in	 case	of	need,	 for	other	prisoners,	 it	 is	 not	possible	 to	
indicate	their	total	number.	



















































• Table	 17:	 There	 are	 no	 special	 penal	 institutions	 for	 pre-trial	 detainees	 but	 in	 one	 of	 the	 closed	 prisons	







































– Concerning	 the	 capacity	 of	 institutions	 for	 juvenile	 offenders,	 there	 are	 18	 places	 for	 juvenile	
offenders,	which	are	not	included	in	the	total	capacity;	
– Concerning	the	capacity	of	“other	types	of	 institutions”,	 there	are	no	 institutions	or	administrative	
detention	centers	for	asylum	seekers	or	persons	in	an	irregular	situation	in	the	territory	of	Monaco.	









































area:	 3.5	 m²	 for	 1	 accused/sentenced	 man;	 4	 m	 ²	 for	 1	 accused	 /sentenced	 juvenile	 and	 1	



























places.	 This	 is	 known	 as	 the	 operating	margin	 and	 reflects	 the	 constraints	 imposed	 by	 the	 need	 to	 provide	
separate	accommodation	for	different	classes	of	prisoner	i.e.	by	sex,	age,	security	category,	conviction	status,	























This section includes information on the prison staff on 31st January 2018 in each member states of the 

























Does	the	total	number	of	staff	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration?	 Comments	Yes/No	 How	many?	Albania	 		 	 		 	Andorra	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Armenia	 Yes	 Yes	 0	 	Austria	 Yes	 Yes	 274.55	 	Azerbaijan	 NA	 NA	 NA	 	Belgium	 	 	 	 	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 	 	 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 	 	 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 	 	 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Bulgaria	 Yes	 No	 ***	 	Croatia	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Cyprus	 Yes	 Yes	 43	 	Czech	Rep.	 No	 No	 3	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Denmark	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Estonia	 Yes	 Yes	 94.94	 	Finland	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	France	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Georgia	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Germany	 Yes	 Yes	 1	677	 	Greece	 Yes	 Yes	 27	 	Hungary	 	 	 	 	Iceland	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Ireland	 Yes	 Yes	 250.5	 	Italy	 Yes	 Yes	 29	 	Latvia	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 Yes	 10	 	Lithuania	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Luxembourg	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Malta	 	 	 	 	Moldova	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Monaco	 Yes	 Yes	 2	 	Montenegro	 No	 No	 6	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Netherlands	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	North	Macedonia	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Norway	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Poland	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Portugal	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Romania	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	







Does	the	total	number	of	staff	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration?	 Comments	Yes/No	 How	many?	Russian	Fed.	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	San	Marino	 Yes	 Yes	 0	 	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 Yes	 88	 	Slovak	Rep.	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	Slovenia	 No	 No	 ***	 The	total	number	of	staff	does	not	include	staff	not	employed	by	the	Prison	Administration.	



















Variable	code	 19A	 19B	 19C	 19D	 19E	 19F	 19G	 19H	 19I	 19J	 19K	 19L	 19M	 19N	
Σ(19C+19D+19M)	Albania	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Andorra	 78.0	 78.0	 0.0	 78.0	 2.0	 58.0	 0.0	 5.0	 4.0	 3.0	 1.0	 5.0	 0.0	 ***	Armenia	 1	932.0	 1	932.0	 NA	 1	932.0	 93.0	 660.0	 487.0	 133.0	 47.0	 39.0	 0.0	 473.0	 0.0	 0.0	Austria	 4	048.0	 3	773.0	 27.1	 3	746.0	 25.6	 3	034.8	 NA	 138.6	 57.4	 108.8	 NA	 380.8	 NA	 274.6	Azerbaijan	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Belgium	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	


















Variable	code	 19A	 19B	 19C	 19D	 19E	 19F	 19G	 19H	 19I	 19J	 19K	 19L	 19M	 19N	
Σ(19C+19D+19M)	Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Moldova	 2	960.0	 2	960.0	 456.0	 2	504.0	 17.0	 799.0	 ***	 250.0	 38.0	 132.0	 65.0	 1	203.0	 ***	 ***	Monaco	 62.0	 60.0	 0.0	 60.0	 2.0	 5.0	 33.0	 4.0	 3.0	 3.0	 0.0	 10.0	 0.0	 2.0	Montenegro	 491.0	 491.0	 9.0	 482.0	 4.0	 288.0	 94.0	 18.0	 3.0	 20.0	 35.0	 20.0	 0.0	 ***	Netherlands	 9	947.4	 9	947.4	 2	027.2	 7	920.2	 122.4	 4	849.6	 223.5	 254.7	 83.3	 188.4	 572.0	 1	626.2	 0.0	 ***	North	Macedonia	 789.0	 789.0	 0.0	 789.0	 36.0	 160.0	 371.0	 17.0	 21.0	 49.0	 27.0	 108.0	 0.0	 ***	Norway	 3	926.9	 3	926.9	 291.5	 3	635.4	 72.0	 2	678.2	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	 532.0	 353.2	 0.0	 ***	Poland	 29	394.0	 29	394.0	 1	343.0	 28	051.0	 1	655.0	 14	092.0	 1	569.0	 1	620.0	 2	833.0	 210.0	 0.0	 6	072.0	 ***	 ***	Portugal	 6	725.0	 6	725.0	 1	125.0	 5	600.0	 NA	 4	251.0	 150.0	 115.0	 NA	 NA	 NA	 1	084.0	 0.0	 ***	Romania	 12	713.0	 12	713.0	 580.0	 12	133.0	 620.0	 3	414.0	 3	726.0	 810.0	 299.0	 429.0	 0.0	 2	835.0	 0.0	 ***	Russian	Fed.	 295	967.0	 295	987.0	 35	742.5	 260	244.5	 1	048.0	 50	554.0	 139	052	 28	503.3	 3	036.0	 6	229.5	 15	508.0	 16	293.8	 ***	 ***	San	Marino	 15.0	 15.0	 1.0	 14.0	 1.0	 6.0	 6.0	 0.4	 0.2	 0.2	 0.0	 0.2	 0.0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 4	132.0	 4	044.0	 75.0	 3	969.0	 36.0	 2	358.0	 NA	 275.0	 295.0	 NA	 423.0	 582.0	 NA	 88.0	Slovak	Rep.	 5	515.0	 5	515.0	 370.0	 5	145.0	 53.0	 3	105.0	 ***	 278.0	 61.0	 25.0	 ***	 1	623.0	 ***	 ***	Slovenia	 862.0	 862.0	 50.0	 812.0	 52.0	 517.0	 0.0	 13.0	 8.0	 75.0	 90.0	 57.0	 0.0	 ***	





















Variable	code	 20A	 20B	 20C	 20D	 20E	 20F	 20G	 20H	 20I	 20J	 20K	 20L	 20M	 20N	
	 %	of	19A	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19A	 Σ	(20A+20M)	Albania	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Andorra	 100.0	 0.0	 100.0	 2.6	 74.4	 0.0	 6.4	 5.1	 3.8	 1.3	 6.4	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Armenia	 100.0	 NA	 100.0	 4.8	 34.2	 25.2	 6.9	 2.4	 2.0	 0.0	 24.5	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Austria	 93.2	 0.7	 99.3	 0.7	 80.4	 NA	 3.7	 1.5	 2.9	 NA	 10.1	 NA	 6.8	 100.0	Azerbaijan	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	

















Variable	code	 20A	 20B	 20C	 20D	 20E	 20F	 20G	 20H	 20I	 20J	 20K	 20L	 20M	 20N	
	 %	of	19A	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19D	 %	of	19B	 %	of	19A	 Σ	(20A+20M)	Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	Moldova	 100.0	 15.4	 84.6	 0.6	 27.0	 ***	 8.4	 1.3	 4.5	 2.2	 40.6	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Monaco	 96.8	 0.0	 100.0	 3.3	 8.3	 55.0	 6.7	 5.0	 5.0	 0.0	 16.7	 0.0	 3.2	 100.0	Montenegro	 100.0	 1.8	 98.2	 0.8	 58.7	 19.1	 3.7	 0.6	 4.1	 7.1	 4.1	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Netherlands	 100.0	 20.4	 79.6	 1.2	 48.8	 2.2	 2.6	 0.8	 1.9	 5.8	 16.3	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	North	Macedonia	 100.0	 0.0	 100.0	 4.6	 20.3	 47.0	 2.2	 2.7	 6.2	 3.4	 13.7	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Norway	 100.0	 7.4	 92.6	 1.8	 68.2	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	 13.5	 9.0	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Poland	 100.0	 4.6	 95.4	 5.6	 47.9	 5.3	 5.5	 9.6	 0.7	 0.0	 20.7	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Portugal	 100.0	 16.7	 83.3	 NA	 63.2	 2.2	 1.7	 NA	 NA	 NA	 16.1	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Romania	 100.0	 4.6	 95.4	 4.9	 26.9	 29.3	 6.4	 2.4	 3.4	 0.0	 22.3	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Russian	Fed.	 100.0	 (12.1)	 (87.9)	 (0.4)	 (17.1)	 (47.0)	 (9.6)	 (1.0)	 (2.1)	 (5.2)	 (5.5)	 (***)	 (***)	 100.0	San	Marino	 100.0	 6.7	 93.3	 6.7	 40.0	 40.0	 2.7	 1.3	 1.3	 0.0	 1.3	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 97.9	 1.9	 98.1	 0.9	 58.3	 NA	 6.8	 7.3	 NA	 10.5	 14.4	 NA	 2.1	 100.0	Slovak	Rep.	 100.0	 6.7	 93.3	 1.0	 56.3	 ***	 5.0	 1.1	 0.5	 ***	 29.4	 ***	 ***	 100.0	Slovenia	 100.0	 5.8	 94.2	 6.0	 60.0	 0.0	 1.5	 0.9	 8.7	 10.4	 6.6	 0.0	 ***	 100.0	











Variable	code	 19A	 19F	 19G	 21A	 21B	 21C	 21D	
	 	 See	Table	19	 	 Σ	(19F+19G)	 3B/19A	 3B/19F	 3B/21A	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 78.0	 58.0	 0.0	 58.0	 0.6	 0.8	 0.8	Armenia	 1	932.0	 660.0	 487.0	 1	147.0	 1.8	 5.4	 3.1	Austria	 4	048.0	 3	034.8	 NA	 3	034.8	 2.2	 3.0	 3.0	Azerbaijan	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 882.0	 497.0	 0.0	 497.0	 1.0	 1.7	 1.7	Bulgaria	 4	320.0	 2	897.0	 178.0	 3	075.0	 1.6	 2.4	 2.3	Croatia	 2	651.0	 1	570.0	 NAP	 1	570.0	 1.2	 2.0	 2.0	Cyprus	 453.0	 NAP	 NAP	 0.0	 1.4	 ***	 ***	Czech	Rep.	 11	069.0	 5	624.0	 163.0	 5	787.0	 2.0	 3.9	 3.8	Denmark	 4	196.0	 2	096.0	 0.0	 2	096.0	 0.9	 1.7	 1.7	Estonia	 1	250.2	 428.1	 91.0	 519.1	 2.0	 5.9	 4.9	Finland	 2	270.0	 1	292.0	 0.0	 1	292.0	 1.2	 2.2	 2.2	France	 41	072.7	 25	270.3	 993.3	 26	263.6	 1.7	 2.8	 2.6	Georgia	 3	897.0	 1	386.0	 NA	 1	386.0	 2.4	 6.8	 6.8	Germany	 38	337.0	 NAP	 25	532.0	 25	532.0	 1.7	 ***	 2.5	Greece	 4	560.0	 1	797.0	 2	066.0	 3	863.0	 2.2	 5.6	 2.6	Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Iceland	 129.9	 91.0	 2.0	 93.0	 1.3	 1.8	 1.8	Ireland	 3	666.7	 2	797.8	 50.0	 2	547.8	 1.0	 1.5	 1.5	Italy	 42	347.0	 35	397.0	 35	397.0	 1.4	 1.6	 1.6	Latvia	 2	727.0	 1	756.0	 119.0	 1	875.0	 1.4	 2.1	 2.0	Liechtenstein	 16.0	 5.0	 0.0	 5.0	 0.8	 2.4	 2.4	Lithuania	 3	392.0	 1	838.0	 0.0	 1	838.0	 1.9	 3.6	 3.6	Luxembourg	 465.5	 335.8	 0.0	 335.8	 1.5	 2.0	 2.0	Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Moldova	 2	960.0	 799.0	 NAP	 799.0	 2.6	 9.6	 9.6	Monaco	 62.0	 5.0	 33.0	 38.0	 0.5	 6.4	 0.8	Montenegro	 491.0	 288.0	 94.0	 382.0	 2.3	 4.0	 3.0	Netherlands	 9	947.4	 4	849.6	 223.5	 5	073.2	 0.9	 1.9	 1.8	North	Macedonia	 789.0	 160.0	 371.0	 531.0	 3.8	 18.9	 5.7	Norway	 3	926.9	 2	678.2	 NAP	 2	678.2	 0.9	 1.3	 1.3	Poland	 29	394.0	 14	092.0	 1	569.0	 15	661.0	 2.5	 5.2	 4.7	Portugal	 6	725.0	 4	251.0	 150.0	 4	401.0	 2.0	 3.2	 3.1	Romania	 12	713.0	 3	414.0	 3	726.0	 7	140.0	 1.8	 6.8	 3.2	Russian	Fed.	 295	967.0	 50	554.0	 139	052.0	 189	606.0	 2.0	 11.9	 3.2	San	Marino	 15.0	 6.0	 6.0	 12.0	 0.4	 1.0	 0.5	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 4	132.0	 2	358.0	 NA	 2	358.0	 2.6	 4.6	 4.6	Slovak	Rep.	 5	515.0	 3	105.0	 NAP	 3	105.0	 1.8	 3.2	 3.2	Slovenia	 862.0	 517.0	 0.0	 517.0	 1.6	 2.6	 2.6	







































• The	 total	 number	 of	 staff	 (11	 069)	 includes	 26	 civilian	 staff	 members	 on	 long-term	 sickness	 leave	 and	 17	
uniformed	staff	members	on	maternity	leave.	
• Tables	19	&	20:		




prison	 facilities	 (except	 for	 prevention	 and	 complaint	 officers),	 in	 particular	 perimeter	
security	 guards,	 officers	 at	 gates,	 prison	 guards,	 drivers,	 escort	 team	members,	 K9	 unit	
members,	 shift	 commanders,	 heads	 of	 security	 departments,	 heads	 of	 departments	 of	
execution	of	sentence	and	heads	of	pre-trial	detention	departments;	
§ Other	custodial	staff:	Data	include	prevention	and	complaint	officers;	









































§ Staff	responsible	for	evaluation:	The	figure	 includes	psychologists	 (26)	and	social	workers	
(65);	


















§ Executives:	Data	 includes	head	of	care	(1),	director	(2),	director	(higher	scale)	 (1),	deputy	
director	(4),	human	resource	manager	(1),	and	clerical	grade	8	(1);	



























• Staff	 not	 employed	 by	 the	 Prison	 Administration:	 Among	 the	 10	 persons	 not	 employed	 by	 the	 Prison	

















employed	 by	 the	 Prison	 Administration,	 of	 which	 1	 Director	 of	 the	 Institute	 for	 the	 Execution	 of	 Criminal	

















– Staff	 working	 outside	 penal	 institutions:	 Data	 Includes	 regional	 administrations,	 the	 national	
directorate	of	correctional	services	(including	the	national	IT-division)	and	the	transport	of	prisoners.	
– Staff	working	inside	penal	institutions:	










































Tables 19 & 20: 
TOTAL –The figure for staff not employed by the Prison Administration refers only to the Autonomous region of Catalonia. 
CATALONIA – Staff not employed by the Prison Administrations: There are 426 staff not employed by the Prison 



















• Additional	 information	 concerning	 staff	not	employed	by	 the	Prison	Administration:	There	are	210	 staff	not	
employed	by	the	Prison	Administration	(not	included	in	the	total	number	of	staff).	





– Staff	 working	 outside	 penal	 institutions:	 Data	 refers	 to	 area	 Services,	 HMPPS	 HQ	 and	 national	
probation	service	staff;	
– Staff	 working	 inside	 penal	 institutions:	 Data	 refers	 to	 youth	 custody	 service	 and	 prison	 service	
establishment	staff.	
	





























This section includes information on admissions into penal institutions and exists from penal institutions 
during the year 2017 in each member states of the CoE which answered the SPACE I 2018 questionnaire. 
	
Standard	definitions	used	in	Part	D	







o It	 should	 exclude:	 (1)	 admissions	 following	 a	 transfer	 from	 one	 penal	 institution/prison	 to	
another,	(2)	admissions	of	persons	following	his/her	removal	from	the	institution	in	order	to	
appear	before	a	judicial	authority	(investigating	judge,	court,	etc.),	(3)	admissions	of	persons	


























































Does	your	definition	match	the	instructions	provided?	 Comments	Albania	 	 		Andorra	 Yes	 		Armenia	 No	 There	is	no	data	concerning	admissions.	Austria	 Yes	 		Azerbaijan	 Yes	 		Belgium	 	 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 		Bulgaria	 NA	 		Croatia	 Yes	 		Cyprus	 Yes	 		Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 		Denmark	 Yes	 		Estonia	 Yes	 		Finland	 Yes	 		France	 Yes	 		Georgia	 Yes	 		Germany	 Yes	 		Greece	 Yes	 		Hungary	 	 		Iceland	 Yes	 		Ireland	 Yes	 		Italy	 Yes	 		Latvia	 No	 The	counting	unit	is	the	person,	not	the	event.	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 		Lithuania	 Yes	 		Luxembourg	 Yes	 		Malta	 	 		Moldova	 Yes	 		Monaco	 Yes	 		Montenegro	 Yes	 		Netherlands	 No	 Entries	following	an	escape	are	part	of	the	total	number	of	admissions.	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 		Norway	 Yes	 		Poland	 NA	 		Portugal	 Yes	 		Romania	 Yes	 		Russian	Fed.	 	 		San	Marino	 Yes	 		Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 		Slovak	Rep.	 Yes	 		Slovenia	 Yes	 		
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 		Spain	(State	Adm.)	 Yes	 		Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 		
Sweden	 No	 Admissions	of	detainees	not	serving	a	final	sentence	(pre-trial	detainees)	are	not	available,	and	thus	not	included	in	the	total	number	of	admissions.	Admissions	of	persons	who	have	been	sentenced	and	have	lodged	an	appeal	or	are	within	the	statutory	time	limit	to	do	so	are	not	included	in	the	total	number	of	entries	because	figures	are	not	available.	Switzerland	 No	 All	entries	are	counted.	Turkey	 	 		Ukraine	 	 		UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 Yes	 		UK:	North.	Ireland	 Yes	 		UK:	Scotland	 Yes	 		















number	 %	 number	 %	 Total	 Of	which	from	an	EU	country	to	your	country	number	 %	 number	 %	












number	 %	 number	 %	 Total	 Of	which	from	an	EU	country	to	your	country	number	 %	 number	 %	




































































Albania	 		 		 		 	Andorra	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	
Armenia	 No	 Yes	 No	
1.	Escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	3.	 The	 definition	 of	 "escape"	 or	 the	 way	 of	 counting	"escapes"	does	not	match	to	the	same	definition	used	in	our	legislation,	 as	 the	 number	 of	 escapes	 or	 the	 attempts	 of	escapes	but	not	the	number	of	persons		are	being	taken	into	consideration.	Austria	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Azerbaijan	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Belgium	 		 		 		 	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Bulgaria	 NA	 Yes	 Yes	 	Croatia	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Inmates	who	died	inside	penal	institutions	and	escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	Cyprus	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Denmark	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Estonia	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Finland	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	France	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Georgia	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Germany	 NA	 Yes	 Yes	 3.	Concerning	escapes,	see	notes	to	Table	27.	Greece	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Hungary	 	 	 	 	Iceland	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Ireland	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Italy	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Inmates	who	died	inside	penal	institutions	and	escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	
Latvia	 No	 No	 Yes	 1.	Exits:	the	counting	unit	is	the	person,	not	the	event.	2.	The	figure	concerning	the	total	number	of	inmates	who	died	also	include	inmates	who	died	or	committed	suicide	in	community	hospitals	and	inmates	who	died	outside	prison.	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	
Lithuania	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 2.	The	figure	concerning	the	total	number	of	inmates	who	died	 also	 includes	 the	 cases	 of	 death	 or	 suicide	 in	community	hospitals	(10	inmates).		Luxembourg	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Malta	 		 		 		 	Moldova	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	 Inmates	 who	 died	 inside	 penal	 institutions	 are	 not	included.	Monaco	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Montenegro	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Netherlands	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Norway	 No	 No	 Yes	 1.	Inmates	who	died	inside	penal	institutions	and	escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	2.	Transfers	are	not	included	in	the	number	of	releases.	Poland	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Escapes	from	penal	institutions	are	not	included.	Portugal	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Romania	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Russian	Fed.	 		 		 		 	San	Marino	 NA	 NA	 NA	 	










Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 Yes	 No	 3.	 Escapes	 from	 open	 institutions,	 transfers,	 during	authorised	 short-	 term	 absence	 from	 all	 types	 of	institutions	(including	closed	prisons)	are	included.		Slovak	Rep.	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Slovenia	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 NA	 Yes	 Yes	 	Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 	Sweden	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Exits	following	an	escape/abscond	are	not	included.	Switzerland	 No	 Yes	 Yes	 1.	Data	regarding	releases	are	not	available.	Turkey	 	 	 	 	Ukraine	 		 		 		 	
UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 Yes	 No	 Yes	









Of	which	 Rate	of	exits	(per	100,000	inhabitants)	Releases	 Inmates	who	died	inside	penal	institutions	 Escapes	number	 %	 rate	per	100,000	inhabitants	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 25A	 25B	 25C	 25D	 25E	 25F	 25G	 25H	 25I		 	 	 %	of	25A	 25B/3A*100’000	 	 %	of	25A	 	 %	of	25	A	 25A/3A*100’000	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 89.7	Andorra	 69	 68	 98.6	 88.4	 1	 1.4	 0	 0.0	 61.7	Armenia	 1	834	 1	817	 99.1	 61.1	 10	 0.5	 4	 0.2	 123.8	Austria	 10	923	 10	693	 97.9	 121.2	 33	 0.3	 27	 0.2	 74.3	Azerbaijan	 7	370	 7	259	 98.5	 73.1		 109	 1.5	 2	 0.0	 		Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 116.4	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 1	342	 1	338	 99.7	 116.0		 3	 0.2	 1	 0.1	 95.7	Bulgaria	 (6	745)	 (7	063)	 (104.7)	 (100.2)	 (36)	 (0.5)	 (6)	 (0.1)	 188.1	Croatia	 7	721	 7	721	 100.0	 188.1	 14	 0.2	 9	 0.1	 142.0	Cyprus	 1	227	 1	225	 99.8	 141.7	 2	 0.2	 1	 0.1	 108.3	Czech	Rep.	 11	495	 11	471	 99.8	 108.1	 24	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 112.9	Denmark	 6	527	 6	449	 98.8	 111.6	 9	 0.1	 69	 1.1	 149.0	Estonia	 1	965	 1	961	 99.8	 148.7	 4	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 103.8	Finland	 5	721	 5	648	 98.7	 102.4	 2	 0.0	 71	 1.2	 140.4	France	 94	405	 93	641	 99.2	 139.3	 153	 0.2	 611	 0.6	 165.1	Georgia	 6	157	 NA	 NA	 NA	 10	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 NA	Germany	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 163	 NA	 394	 NA	 79.3	Greece	 8	511	 8	404	 98.7	 78.3	 16	 0.2	 19	 0.2	 		Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 74.9	Iceland	 261	 260	 99.6	 74.6	 0	 0.0	 1	 0.4	 197.6	Ireland	 9	562	 9	532	 99.7	 197.0	 9	 0.1	 21	 0.2	 83.7	Italy	 50	609	 50	609	 100.0	 83.7	 126	 0.2	 130	 0.3	 NA	Latvia	 ***	 ***	 ***	 ***	 12	 NA	 0	 NA	 167.9	Liechtenstein	 64	 64	 100.0	 167.9	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 NA	Lithuania	 NA	 4	578	 NA	 163.0	 33	 NA	 2	 NA	 191.9	Luxembourg	 1	155	 1	141	 98.8	 189.5	 2	 0.2	 12	 1.0	 		Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 118.3	Moldova	 4	196	 4	196	 100.0	 118.3	 42	 1.0	 0	 0.0	 321.4	Monaco	 125	 125	 100.0	 321.4	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 484.1	Montenegro	 3	013	 3	013	 100.0	 484.1	 3	 0.1	 2	 0.1	 182.5	Netherlands	 31	245	 31	227	 99.9	 182.4	 18	 0.1	 0	 0.0	 89.7	North	Macedonia	 1	800	 1	744	 96.9	 84.0	 16	 0.9	 40	 2.2	 86.7	Norway	 7	996	 7	996	 100.0	 151.0	 4	 0.1	 40	 0.5	 151.0	Poland	 78	427	 78	427	 100.0	 206.5	 109	 0.1	 0	 0.0	 206.5	Portugal	 5	539	 5	456	 98.5	 53.0	 69	 1.2	 14	 0.3	 53.8	Romania	 15	254	 15	190	 99.6	 77.8	 60	 0.4	 4	 0.0	 78.1	Russian	Fed.	 		 		 		 		 3	071	 		 99	 		 		San	Marino	 11	 11	 100.0	 32.8	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 32.8	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 19	907	 13	716	 68.9	 195.9	 35	 0.2	 26	 0.1	 284.3	Slovak	Rep.	 6	923	 6	892	 99.6	 126.6	 29	 0.4	 2	 0.0	 127.2	Slovenia	 2	269	 2	265	 99.8	 109.6	 4	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 109.8	








Releases	of	sentenced	prisoners	 Unknown/	other	releases	Total	 Of	which	unconditional	releases	 conditional	releases	 transfers	Total	 Of	which:	to	an	EU	country	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 25	A	 25B	 25C	 26A	 26B	 26C	 26D	 26E	 26F	 26G	 26H	 26I	 26J	 26K	 26L	 26M	 26N		 see	table	25	 see	table	25	 see	table	25	 	 %	of	25B	 	 %	of	25B	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26K	 %	of	25B	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 69	 68	 98.6	 17	 25.0	 51	 75.0	 32	 62.7	 16	 31.4	 3	 5.9	 3	 100.0	 0	 0.0	Armenia	 1834	 1	817	 99.1	 609	 33.5	 1	180	 64.9	 777	 65.8	 365	 30.9	 38	 3.2	 2	 5.3	 28	 1.5	Austria	 10923	 10	693	 97.9	 3	437	 32.1	 7	256	 67.9	 3	386	 46.7	 3	658	 50.4	 212	 2.9	 NA	 NA	 230	 2.2	Azerbaijan	 7370	 7	259	 98.5	 1	897	 26.1	 4	632	 63.8	 2	760	 59.6	 1	816	 39.2	 56	 1.2	 1	 1.8	 730	 10.1	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		







Releases	of	sentenced	prisoners	 Unknown/	other	releases	Total	 Of	which	unconditional	releases	 conditional	releases	 transfers	Total	 Of	which:	to	an	EU	country	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 25	A	 25B	 25C	 26A	 26B	 26C	 26D	 26E	 26F	 26G	 26H	 26I	 26J	 26K	 26L	 26M	 26N		 see	table	25	 see	table	25	 see	table	25	 	 %	of	25B	 	 %	of	25B	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26C	 	 %	of	26K	 %	of	25B	Montenegro	 3013	 3	013	 100.0	 854	 28.3	 2	159	 71.7	 1	703	 78.9	 394	 18.2	 62	 2.9	 4	 6.5	 0	 0.0	Netherlands	 31245	 31	227	 99.9	 8	479	 27.2	 21	863	 70.0	 20	652	 94.5	 662	 3.0	 549	 2.5	 NA	 NA	 885	 2.8	North	Macedonia	 1	800	 1	744	 96.9	 167	 9.6	 1	577	 90.4	 861	 54.6	 694	 44.0	 22	 1.4	 11	 50.0	 0	 0.0	Norway	 7996	 7	996	 100.0	 1	746	 21.8	 5	324	 66.6	 2	973	 55.8	 2	351	 44.2	 53	 1.0	 50	 94.3	 926	 11.6	Poland	 78427	 78	427	 100.0	 9	723	 12.4	 48	650	 62.0	 ***	 ***	 8	720	 17.9	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 20	054	 25.6	Portugal	 5539	 5	456	 98.5	 1	015	 18.6	 4	441	 81.4	 1	975	 44.5	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 0	 0.0	Romania	 15254	 15	190	 99.6	 1	240	 8.2	 13	950	 91.8	 3	383	 24.3	 10	554	 75.7	 13	 0.1	 13	 100.0	 0	 0.0	Russian	Fed.	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		San	Marino	 11	 11	 100.0	 5	 45.5	 6	 54.5	 2	 33.3	 4	 66.7	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 19907	 13	716	 68.9	 8	474	 61.8	 5	242	 38.2	 3	657	 69.8	 1	558	 29.7	 27	 0.5	 23	 85.2	 0	 0.0	Slovak	Rep.	 6923	 6	892	 99.6	 1	331	 19.3	 5	561	 80.7	 3	785	 68.1	 1	766	 31.8	 10	 0.2	 NA	 NA	 0	 0.0	Slovenia	 2269	 2	265	 99.8	 838	 37.0	 1	333	 58.9	 633	 47.5	 699	 52.4	 1	 0.1	 1	 100.0	 94	 4.2	










































































































Country	 Total	number	of	inmates		 Total	number	of	admissions	 Total	number	of	releases	 Turnover	ratio		
variable	code	 3B	 23A	 25B	 27A	
	 see	Table	3	 see	Table	23	 see	Table	25	 25B/(3B+23A)*100	Albania	 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 66	 68	 61.3	Armenia	 3	536	 NA	 1	817	 NA	Austria	 8	960	 11	582	 10	693	 52.1	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 7	426	 7	259	 23.6	Belgium	 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 863	 1	391	 1	338	 59.4	Bulgaria	 6	988	 6	387	 7	063	 52.8	Croatia	 3	190	 8	221	 7	721	 67.7	Cyprus	 643	 6	402	 1	225	 17.4	Czech	Rep.	 22	159	 11	084	 11	471	 34.5	Denmark	 3	653	 11	312	 6	449	 43.1	Estonia	 2	525	 1	832	 1	961	 45.0	Finland	 2	815	 5	401	 5	648	 68.7	France	 69	596	 95	959	 93	641	 56.6	Georgia	 9	407	 6	064	 NA	 NA	Germany	 64	193	 100	298	 NA	 NA	Greece	 10	036	 9	706	 8	404	 42.6	Hungary	 		 		 		 		Iceland	 163	 145	 260	 84.4	Ireland	 3	844	 9	509	 9	532	 71.4	Italy	 58	087	 48	144	 50	609	 47.6	Latvia	 3	765	 ***	 ***	 ***	Liechtenstein	 12	 73	 64	 75.3	Lithuania	 6	599	 7	375	 4	578	 32.8	Luxembourg	 684	 1	015	 1	141	 67.2	Malta	 		 		 		 		Moldova	 7	635	 4	594	 4	196	 34.3	Monaco	 32	 125	 125	 79.6	Montenegro	 1	141	 3	009	 3	013	 72.6	Netherlands	 9	315	 31	625	 31	227	 76.3	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 1	784	 1	744	 0.9	Norway	 3	461	 8	555	 7	996	 10.0	Poland	 73	822	 80	405	 78	427	 83.3	Portugal	 13	440	 5	186	 5	456	 16.6	Romania	 23	050	 11	409	 15	190	 133.1	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 	 	 		San	Marino	 6	 9	 11	 0.1	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 21	001	 13	716	 44.0	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 8	830	 6	892	 68.0	Slovenia	 1	346	 2	243	 2	265	 3.6	













Total	 Of	which:	females	 detainees	not	serving	a	final	sentence	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 3B	 25A	 28A	 28B	 28C	 28D	 28E	 28F	 28G	 28H	 28I	 28J	 28K	 28L	 28M	 28N		 see	table	3	 see	table	25	 	 %	of	25A	 	 %	of	28A	 	 %	of	28A	 	 %	of	28E	 	 %	of	28E	 	 %	of	28A	 28A/3B*10	000	 28E/3B*10	000	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	 	Andorra	 45	 69	 1	 1.4	 0	 0.0	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	 222.2	 222.2	Armenia	 3	536	 1	834	 (10)	 (0.5)	 (0)	 (0.0)	 (2)	 (20.0)	 (0)	 (0.0)	 (1)	 (50.0)	 (1)	 (10.0)	 28.3	 5.7	Austria	 8	960	 10	923	 33	 0.3	 1	 3.0	 11	 33.3	 3	 27.3	 8	 72.7	 21	 63.6	 36.8	 12.3	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 7	370	 109	 1.5	 0	 0.0	 12	 11.0	 0	 0.0	 4	 33.3	 97	 89.0	 46.7	 5.1	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	 	









Total	 Of	which:	females	 detainees	not	serving	a	final	sentence	number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 3B	 25A	 28A	 28B	 28C	 28D	 28E	 28F	 28G	 28H	 28I	 28J	 28K	 28L	 28M	 28N		 see	table	3	 see	table	25	 	 %	of	25A	 	 %	of	28A	 	 %	of	28A	 	 %	of	28E	 	 %	of	28E	 	 %	of	28A	 28A/3B*10	000	 28E/3B*10	000	Montenegro	 1	141	 3	013	 3	 0.1	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 3	 100.0	 26.3	 0.0	Netherlands	 9	315	 31	245	 18	 0.1	 0	 0.0	 10	 55.6	 2	 20.0	 9	 90.0	 8	 44.4	 19.3	 10.7	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 1	800	 16	 0.9	 0	 0.0	 2	 12.5	 1	 50.0	 1	 50.0	 14	 87.5	 52.8	 6.6	Norway	 3	461	 7	996	 4	 0.1	 1	 25.0	 3	 75.0	 0	 0.0	 1	 33.3	 0	 0.0	 11.6	 8.7	Poland	 73	822	 78	427	 109	 0.1	 0	 0.0	 22	 20.2	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 87	 79.8	 14.8	 3.0	Portugal	 13	440	 5	539	 69	 1.2	 0	 0.0	 15	 21.7	 2	 13.3	 0	 0.0	 54	 78.3	 51.3	 11.2	Romania	 23	050	 15	254	 60	 0.4	 0	 0.0	 9	 15.0	 0	 0.0	 4	 44.4	 51	 85.0	 26.0	 3.9	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 		 3	071	 		 NA	 NA	 307	 10.0	 NA	 NA	 115	 37.5	 NA	 NA	 51.0	 5.1	San	Marino	 6	 11	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 19	907	 35	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 9	 25.7	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 26	 74.3	 32.4	 8.3	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 6	923	 29	 0.4	 0	 0.0	 10	 34.5	 1	 10.0	 7	 70.0	 19	 65.5	 28.9	 10.0	Slovenia	 1	346	 2	269	 4	 0.2	 0	 0.0	 1	 25.0	 0	 0.0	 1	 100.0	 3	 75.0	 29.7	 7.4	


































































Total	 Of	which:	from	closed	institutions	 from	other	type	of	institutions	number	 %	 rate	per	10	000	inmates	 number	 %	 number	 %	
variable	code	 3B	 25A	 29A	 29B	 29C	 29D	 29E	 29F	 29G		 see	Table	3	 see	Table	25	 	 %	of	25A	 29A/3B*10	000	 	 29D/29A*100	 	 29F/29A*100	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 69	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Armenia	 3	536	 1	834	 4	 0.2	 11.3	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Austria	 8	960	 10	923	 27	 0.2	 30.1	 3	 11.1	 24	 88.9	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 7	370	 2	 0.0	 0.9	 0	 0.0	 2	 100.0	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 863	 1	342	 1	 0.1	 11.6	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	Bulgaria	 6	988	 6	745	 6	 0.1	 8.6	 2	 33.3	 4	 66.7	Croatia	 3	190	 7	721	 9	 0.1	 28.2	 3	 33.3	 6	 66.7	Cyprus	 643	 1	227	 1	 0.1	 15.6	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	Czech	Rep.	 22	159	 11	495	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Denmark	 3	653	 6	527	 69	 1.1	 188.9	 1	 1.4	 68	 98.6	Estonia	 2	525	 1	965	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Finland	 2	815	 5	721	 71	 1.2	 252.2	 7	 9.9	 64	 90.1	France	 69	596	 94	405	 611	 0.6	 87.8	 21	 3.4	 590	 96.6	Georgia	 9	407	 6	157	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Germany	 64	193	 NA	 394	 NA	 61.4	 6	 1.5	 350	 88.8	Greece	 10	036	 8	511	 19	 0.2	 18.9	 0	 0.0	 19	 100.0	Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Iceland	 163	 261	 1	 0.4	 61.3	 1	 100.0	 0	 0.0	Ireland	 3	844	 9	532	 21	 0.2	 54.6	 11	 52.4	 10	 47.6	Italy	 58	087	 50	609	 130	 0.3	 22.4	 18	 13.8	 112	 86.2	Latvia	 3	765	 ***	 0	 ***	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Liechtenstein	 12	 64	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Lithuania	 6	599	 NA	 2	 NA	 3.0	 0	 0.0	 2	 100.0	Luxembourg	 684	 1	155	 12	 1.0	 175.4	 0	 0.0	 12	 100.0	Malta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Moldova	 7	635	 4	196	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Monaco	 32	 125	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Montenegro	 1	141	 3	013	 2	 0.1	 17.5	 0	 0.0	 2	 100.0	Netherlands	 9	315	 31	245	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 1	800	 40	 2.2	 132.1	 4	 10.0	 36	 90.0	Norway	 3	461	 7	996	 40	 0.5	 115.6	 4	 10.0	 36	 90.0	Poland	 73	822	 78	427	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Portugal	 13	440	 5	539	 14	 0.3	 10.4	 14	 100.0	 NA	 NA	Romania	 23	050	 15	254	 4	 0.0	 1.7	 0	 0.0	 4	 100.0	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 		 99	 		 1.6	 2	 2.0	 97	 98.0	San	Marino	 6	 11	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 19	907	 26	 0.1	 24.1	 0	 0.0	 26	 100.0	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 6	923	 2	 0.0	 2.0	 0	 0.0	 2	 100.0	Slovenia	 1	346	 2	269	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	 0	 0.0	

































































































UK: ENGLAND & WALES 



















This section includes information on the length of detention during the year 2017 in each member states 











• Indicator	 of	 average	 length	 of	 imprisonment	 (based	 on	 the	 total	 number	 of	 days	 spent	 in	 penal	
institutions)	 –	 IALI	 –:	This	 indicator	 is	 expressed	 in	months	 and	 corresponds	 to	 the	quotient	 of	 the	
average	 number	 of	 inmates	 in	 2018	 (P)	 by	 the	 flow	 of	 admissions	 during	 the	whole	 year	 2017	 (E),	
multiplied	by	12	(months).	The	formula	used	to	calculate	this	indicator	is	the	following:	












Does	your	definition	match	the	one	provided?	 Comments	Albania	 	 	Andorra	 Yes	 	Armenia	 ***	 	Austria	 Yes	 	Azerbaijan	 Yes	 	Belgium	 	 	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 	 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 	 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 	 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 	Bulgaria	 NA	 	Croatia	 Yes	 	Cyprus	 Yes	 	Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 	Denmark	 Yes	 	Estonia	 Yes	 	Finland	 Yes	 	France	 Yes	 	Georgia	 NA	 	Germany	 Yes	 	
Greece	 No	 Concerning	the	number	of	days	spent	in	penal	institutions,	the	calculation	was	based	on	the	average	number	of	inmates	per	day	during	the	whole	year	2017.	Consequently,	the	above	numbers	are	an	average.	Hungary	 	 	Iceland	 Yes	 	Ireland	 Yes	 	Italy	 Yes	 	Latvia	 No	 Data	not	recorded	by	the	national	statistics.	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 	Lithuania	 Yes	 	Luxembourg	 Yes	 	Malta	 	 	Moldova	 Yes	 	Monaco	 Yes	 	Montenegro	 Yes	 	Netherlands	 Yes	 	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 	Norway	 Yes	 	Poland	 Yes	 	Portugal	 Yes	 	Romania	 Yes	 	Russian	Fed.	 	 	San	Marino	 NA	 	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 	Slovak	Rep.	 No	 Data	is	not	available	for	the	whole	prison	population	.	Slovenia	 Yes	 	
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 Yes	 	Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 	Sweden	 Yes	 	Switzerland	 Yes	 	Turkey	 	 	Ukraine	 	 	UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 Yes	 	UK:	North.	Ireland	 Yes	 	UK:	Scotland	 NA	 	
 






















variable	code	 3B	 31A	 31B	 23A	 31C	 31D	 31E	 31F	 23B	 31G		 see	Table	3	 	 31A/365	 see	Table	23	 31B/23A*12	 3B/23A	 	 31E/365	 see	Table	23	 31F/23B*12	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 45	 18	190	 49.8	 66	 9.1	 8.2	 8	082	 22.1	 29	 9.2	Armenia	 3	536	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 		 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	Austria	 8	960	 3	263	540	 8	941.2	 11	582	 9.3	 9.3	 645	686	 1	769.0	 8	216	 2.6	Azerbaijan	 23	319	 NA	 NA	 7	426	 NA	 37.7	 NA	 NA	 7	373	 NA	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		




















variable	code	 3B	 31A	 31B	 23A	 31C	 31D	 31E	 31F	 23B	 31G		 see	Table	3	 	 31A/365	 see	Table	23	 31B/23A*12	 3B/23A	 	 31E/365	 see	Table	23	 31F/23B*12	Montenegro	 1	141	 420	115	 1	151.0	 3	009	 4.6	 4.6	 109	500	 300.0	 852	 4.2	Netherlands	 9	315	 3	325	150	 9	110.0	 31	625	 3.5	 3.5	 1	407	805	 3	857.0	 13	294	 3.5	North	Macedonia	 3	029	 1	099	345	 3	011.9	 1	784	 20.3	 20.4	 87	314	 239.2	 26	 110.4	Norway	 3	461	 1	332	819	 3	651.6	 8	555	 5.1	 4.9	 331	621	 908.6	 3	296	 3.3	Poland	 73	822	 13	800	383	 37	809.3	 80	405	 5.6	 11.0	 NAP	 ***	 NA	 NA	Portugal	 13	440	 5	041	380	 13	812.0	 5	186	 32.0	 31.1	 777	450	 2	130.0	 2	135	 12.0	Romania	 23	050	 11	528	129	 31	583.9	 11	409	 33.2	 24.2	 308	726	 845.8	 5	080	 2.0	Russian	Fed.	 602	176	 NA	 NA	 		 NA	 		 NA	 NA	 		 NA	San	Marino	 6	 1	614	 4.4	 9	 5.9	 8.0	 664	 1.8	 4	 5.5	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 10	807	 3	743	020	 10	254.8	 21	001	 5.9	 6.2	 581	797	 1	594.0	 8	345	 2.3	Slovak	Rep.	 10	028	 NA	 NA	 8	830	 NA	 13.6	 NA	 NA	 3	397	 NA	Slovenia	 1	346	 491	933	 1	347.8	 2	243	 7.2	 7.2	 96	092	 263.3	 732	 4.3	


















































This section includes information on the costs of imprisonment during the year 2017 in each member 
states of the CoE which answered the SPACE I 2018 questionnaire. 
	
Standard	definitions	used	in	Part	F	
• Budget	spent	by	penal	 institutions	(costs	of	 imprisonment):	The	costs	of	 imprisonment	refer	to	the	
total	budget	effectively	spent	by	penal	institutions.	The	total	budget	should	include	costs	of	security,	
health	care	(incl.	medical	care,	psychiatric	services,	pharmaceuticals,	dental	care,	etc.),	services	(incl.	
maintenance,	 utilities,	maintenance	 of	 inmate	 records,	 reception,	 assignment,	 transportation,	 etc.),	










Does	your	definition	match	the	instructions	provided?	 Comments	Albania	 	 	
Andorra	 No	 The	budget	is	dived	according	to	three	sections:	1.	3,592,053.61	€	for	general	services	of	penitentiary	institutions;	2.	205,530.61	€	for	sanitary,	reinsertion	and	minors;	3.	112,595.52	€	for	custody	and	Execution	of	prison	sentences	and	of	measures.	Armenia	 Yes	 	Austria	 Yes	 	Azerbaijan	 Yes	 	Belgium	 		 	
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 	BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 	BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 	BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 Yes	 	Bulgaria	 	Yes	 	Croatia	 Yes	 	Cyprus	 No	 The	total	budget	does	not	include	health	care	costs.	Czech	Rep.	 Yes	 	Denmark	 Yes	 	Estonia	 Yes	 	Finland	 No	 The	total	budget	also	includes	rental	costs	for	facilities.	France	 Yes	 	Georgia	 Yes	 	Germany	 Yes	 	Greece	 No	 When	inmates	are	hospitalized	in	public	hospitals,	the	cost	charges	the	budget	of	Ministry	of	Health.	Hungary	 	 	Iceland	 No	 Total	budget	does	not	include	health	care	nor	costs	for	prisoner´s	education.	Ireland	 Yes	 	Italy	 Yes	 	Latvia	 Yes	 	Liechtenstein	 Yes	 	Lithuania	 Yes	 	Luxembourg	 Yes	 	Malta	 		 	Moldova	 Yes	 	Monaco	 NA	 	Montenegro	 Yes	 	Netherlands	 Yes	 	North	Macedonia	 Yes	 	
Norway	 No	 3. The	total	budget	does	not	include	health	care	expenses.	4. Data	only	include	costs	for	prison,	costs	for	the	directorate	or	regional	administrations	are	therefore	not	included.	5. Costs	for	Norgerhaven	prison	are	not	included	Poland	 NA	 	Portugal	 Yes	 	Romania	 Yes	 	Russian	Fed.	 	 	San	Marino	 NA	 	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 Yes	 	Slovak	Rep.	 Yes	 	Slovenia	 Yes	 	
Spain	(total)	 Yes	 	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 Yes	 	Spain	(Catalonia)	 Yes	 	Sweden	 No	 Overhead	costs	for	main	office	and	regional	offices,	depreciations	and	costs	for	facilities	are	included.	Switzerland	 NA	 	Turkey	 	 	Ukraine	 	 	UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 NA	 	UK:	North.	Ireland	 No	 The	total	budget	does	not	include	healthcare	costs	UK:	Scotland	 Yes	 	














variable	code	 33A	 33B	 31A	 31E	 33C	 33D	 33E		 	 	 see	Table	31	 see	Table	31	 33B*31E	 33A*31A	 	Albania	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Andorra	 272.4	€	 NA	 18	190	 8	082	 NA	 4	954	592.20	€	 3	910	179.74	€	Armenia	 11.4	€	 11.3	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 15	025	909.00	€	Austria	 129.0	€	 NA	 3	263	540	 645	686	 NA	 420	996	660.00	€	 480	021	494.76	€	Azerbaijan	 6.0	€	 5.5	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 44	280	053.00	€	Belgium	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
BH:	BiH	(total)	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	BiH	(st.	level)		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Fed.	BiH	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		BH:	Rep.	Srpska	 40.0	€	 40.0	€	 283	240	 35	770	 1	430	800.00	€	 11	329	600.00	€	 12	873	750.00	€	Bulgaria	 72.3	€	 51.2	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 53	373	749.76	€	Croatia	 53.3	€	 45.5	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 66	853	167.00	€	Cyprus	 77.4	€	 77.4	€	 240	407	 NA	 NA	 18	607	501.80	€	 17	690	904.93	€	Czech	Rep.	 46.5	€	 NA	 8	176	062	 675	922	 NA	 380	186	883.00	€	 384	261	928.00	€	Denmark	 202.0	€	 165.0	€	 1	259	214	 468	441	 77	292	765.00	€	 254	361	228.00	€	 439	460	000.00	€	Estonia	 49.8	€	 NA	 948	660	 146	933	 NA	 47	195	835.00	€	 45	853	910.00	€	Finland	 180.2	€	 NA	 1	029	789	 NAP	 ***	 185	567	977.80	€	 178	550	000.00	€	France	 108.0	€	 91.1	€	 25	183	813	 8	272	988	 753	421	017.2	€	 2	719	851	804.0	€	 2	719	815	382.0	€	Georgia	 11.7	€	 11.7	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 40	413	324.82	€	Germany	 131.8	€	 NA	 23	271	209	 NA	 NA	 3	067	145	346.2	€	 3	067	133	287.0	€	Greece	 30.0	€	 NA	 3	560	575	 1	111	425	 NA	 106	817	250.00	€	 109	884	798.10	€	Hungary	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		Iceland	 NA	 NA	 50	561	 8	444	 NA	 NA	 14	475	165.00	€	Ireland	 188.0	€	 188.0	€	 1	357	996	 217	573	 40	903	724.00	€	 255	303	248.00	€	 347	806	696.00	€	Italy	 131.9	€	 NA	 20	753	190	 7	218	256	 NA	 2	736	930	697.2	€	 2	741	147	489.0	€	Latvia	 36.4	€	 NA	 NAP	 NAP	 NA	 NA	 53	690	546.00	€	Liechtenstein	 352.0	€	 352.0	€	 4	783	 2	077	 731	104.00	€	 1	683	616.00	€	 1	595	326.00	€	Lithuania	 23.3	€	 25.2	€	 2	442	945	 437	635	 11	041	531.05	€	 56	945	047.95	€	 70	886	000.00	€	Luxembourg	 224.9	€	 224.9	€	 255	321	 118	748	 26	706	425.20	€	 57	421	692.90	€	 57	421	109.37	€	Malta	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	Moldova	 9.4	€	 NA	 2	786	775	 160	920	 NA	 26	084	214.00	€	 24	484	544.12	€	Monaco	 248.3	€	 NAP	 11	266	 4	938	 NA	 2797460.46	€	 2	797	470.86	€	Montenegro	 22.0	€	 22.0	€	 420	115	 109	500	 2	409	000.00	€	 9	242	530.00	€	 9	224	672.51	€	Netherlands	 244.0	€	 244.0	€	 3	325	150	 1	407	805	 343	504	420.0	€	 811	336	600.00	€	 667	691	121.00	€	North	Macedonia	 17.2	€	 19.0	€	 1	099	345	 87	314	 1	658	966.00	€	 18	897	740.55	€	 18	900	280.00	€	Norway	 283.5	€	 283.5	€	 1	332	819	 331	621	 94	014	553.50	€	 377	854	186.50	€	 354	833	103.00	€	Poland	 26.9	€	 26.9	€	 13	800	383	 NAP	 ***	 370	816	291.21	€	 706	779	521.87	€	Portugal	 41.9	€	 NA	 5	041	380	 777	450	 NA	 211	183	408.20	€	 259	195	114.00	€	Romania	 27.2	€	 NA	 11	528	129	 308	726	 NA	 312	988	702.35	€	 260	188	485.00	€	Russian	Fed.	 (2.5	€)	 (2.5	€)	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 3	946	427	180.00€	San	Marino	 346.2	€	 346.2	€	 1	614	 664	 229	863.52	€	 558	734.52	€	 558	727.00	€	Serbia	(Republic	of)	 20.4	€	 22.0	€	 3	743	020	 581	797	 12	805	351.97	€	 76	432	468.40	€	 79	408	172.00	€	Slovak	Rep.	 43.7	€	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 163	898	082.00	€	Slovenia	 80.0	€	 80.0	€	 491	933	 96	092	 7	687	360.00	€	 39	354	640.00	€	 39	118	307.75	€	
Spain	(total)	 NA	 NA	 21	917	049	 3	065	995	 NA	 NA	 1	461	537	041.4	€	Spain	(State	Adm.)	 60.8	€	 NA	 18	778	520	 2	613	035	 NA	 1	141	170	660.4	€	 1	119	290	708.5	€	Spain	(Catalonia)	 109.1	€	 NA	 3	138	529	 452	960	 NA	 342	256	587.45	€	 342	246	332.89	€	Sweden	 380.0	€	 391.0	€	 1	978	438	 616	769	 241	156	679.0	€	 751	806	440.00	€	 751	036	584.00	€	Switzerland	 NA	 NA	 2	548	570	 957	002	 NA	 NA	 NA	Turkey	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Ukraine	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		UK:	Engl.	&	Wales	 NA	 NA	 31	255	680	 3	565	685	 NA	 NA	 NA	UK:	North.	Ireland	 778.4	€	 NA	 530	710	 149	240	 NA	 413	109	971.10	€	 126	495	000.00	€	UK:	Scotland	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 379	967	538.68	€	Average	 128.0	€	 118.5	€	 		 		 		 		 		Median	 66.5	€	 51.2	€	 		 		 		 		 		Minimum	 2.5	€	 2.5	€	 		 		 		 		 		Maximum	 778.4	€	 391.0	€	 		 		 		 		 		
	




































































UK: ENGLAND & WALES 
• Data	refers	to	the	financial	year	2016-17	and	is	available	at	https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-
performance-statistics-2016-to-2017.	
UK: NORTHERN IRELAND 
• See	Table	32.	
• Total	budget:	£111	154	000	(conversion	made	on	8	October	2018)	---	£1	=	1.14	Euros.	
• Average	amount	spent	per	day:	£684	(conversion	made	on	8	October	2018).	
UK: SCOTLAND 
• The	Scottish	Prison	Service	budget	for	2107-18	was	£331	518	000.	As	at	8th	November	2018,	that	is	the	approx.	
equivalent	to	379	967	538.68	euros.	
 
